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More help foryour
buying decisions
As woodworkers we invest a lot of money in tools,

wood, and various supplies. Like you, I want to spend
those woodworking bucks as wisely as possible. That's
why we created a new Web site that's all about making

smart woodworking purchases.

'm about to discuss how much you
spend on your woodworking habit, so
vou mav want to hide this issue before

your spouse reads it. My apologies if your
significant other got to the mailbox first. If
you're unattached, rest easy.

According to a recent study, our average
subscriber-that' s you-spends $ 1,500
per year on tools, accessories, and various
woodworking supplies. On average, you
have about $ I I ,500 invested in your shops.
Serious money.

With that kind of dough at stake, we've
decided it's time to do more to help guide
you in buying the best tools, getting great
bargains on wood, and purchasing the
supplies (glue, hardware, flnishes, etc.) that
best fit your requirements.

So, we built \\ (X ) I ) \\ 'orl.,e-r':f 'c lttct '.eoll.
a new site where you can:
I Find summaries of recent WOODa
magazine toolreviews.
I Join a tool-buying forum of woodworkers
far and wide willing to share their buying
experiences and tips with you.
I Search fbr companies that offer the
products you're looking to purchase. For
each company you'll find a microsite
explaining their products and services.
I Find srnart-shopping ideas to leave more
moola in your pocket.
I Request catalogs and product information
directly from manufacturers. (You can still
use the mail-in card in the Free Information

Worth Writing For section on page 104,
but you'll get the materials quicker by
requesting them online.)
I Discover links to money-saving offers at
the sales sections of various suppliers.

Our goals for this new site are simple.
First, we want to arm you with as much
information as possible so you buy the best
product for your needs at a reasonable price.
And, we want to help you save time in
arriving at your buying decisions.

About those light bulbs @
Woodworkers love shop tips, and we ?

pride ourselves on packing tons of helpful
tips into every issue. As we put this issue
together we thought it would be fun-for
you and us-to locate every single tip, so
we placed a light bulb by each one. We
hope this brilliant idea helps you easily find
and recall these little pearls of woodworking
wisdom. If you like or dislike the idea, or
have any other thoughts for making,vour
woodworking magazine better, contact me
at woodmail @ woodmasazine.com.

Enjoy your
woodworking,
be safe,
and buy wise !

E IA{^;!'v
WOOD magazine November 2006



soundin board
Our bulletin board for letters,
comments, and timely updates

Trees flourish 15 vears later at farm
I was recently looking through oid issues of WOOD@ magazine, and
read about Kevin I$hl, the Parkersburg, Iowa, farmer who was
planting trees on his 280-acre farm (issue 42, April1991). I'm
wondering how big those trees are today, and if he's still planting?

-Bobert Ellis, Columbia, Ky.

Some of the trees Kevin began planting in 1986, Robert, are just
beginning to reach 4-6" indiameter. Although he cuts some of those
for thinning purposes, most of the hardwood trees will take 40-50
years to mature, a gift for the next generation. Until then he continues
to convert more acres to forest. "There is real satisfaction in seeing the
land change from cattle pasture back to forests," Kevin said when we
caught up with him.

In the meantime, small nursery trees provide his best cash crop: He
sells hardwoods for shade trees and conifers for windbreak plantings.
"It's been fun," he said. "You definitely don't make much money doing
this. You have to love it." Kevin estimates he's planted 125,000
seedlings on the farm. He also seeded 12 acresinlggg with a mixture
of ash, oak, walnut, and sycamore seeds (28,000 per acre), which have
grown into a dense forest of 5-8'trees and undergrowth. Those sheer
numbers help ward off animals that eat seedling leaves and kill the
tree. Planting thousands of seeds per acre, rather than the 700
seedlings per acre recommended by foresters, also helps trees grow
straighter due to crowding

For anyone interested in following his lead, Kevin recommends

_;g;_planting trees that will thrive in your particular soil. That's why 75

ffi percent of his plantings have been walnut. Also, he says, plant in small
F plots (10 acres or less); don't expect to do a whole farm in ayear.

-IJVOOD editors

Kevin Kyhl (riding in tree planter) and friends plant seedlings on
Kyhf 's tarm, top, in 1991. Today, those seedlings have grown into
trees 30-40'tall, as shown above, from the same vantage point.

Free online video shows leg-making technique in action
To show you how easy it really is to make the curved, tapered
legs of the bow-front table in issue 172 (October 2006), we
decided to demonstrate. Visit woodmagazi ne.com/curv tapleg to

watch Senior Design Editor Kevin Boyle machine one of those
handsome legs from start to finish' 

-{\,000 Editors

r For woodworking advice:
Post your woodworking questions (oinery
finishing, tools, turning, general woodwork-

_ ing, etc.) on one of 20+ online forums at
woodma gazine.com/forums.

r To contact our editors:
Send your comments via E-mail to
woodmail@woodmagazine.com; or call
800/374-9663 and press option 2; or write
to W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309.

r Subscription assistance:
To notify us of an address change, or to
get help with your subscription, go to
woodmagazine.com/service; cal I
800/374-9663 and press option 1. Outside
the U.S., call5151247-2981. 0r write to
W00D magzine, P.0. Box 37439, Boone, lA
50037-0439. Please enclose your address
labelfrom a recent magazine issue.

r To find past articles:
See our index at woodmagazine.com/index.

r To order past issues and articles:
0rder past issues of W00D magazine, our
special isues, or downloadable articles from
issue 100 to present Visit our online store at
woodmagazine.com/store, or call 888/636-
4478. Some issues are sold out.

r Updates to previously published projects:
For an up-to-date listing of changes in
dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodmagazine.com/editorial.

WOOD magazine Norember 2006



great ideas for your shop

fibonacci
gauge
Build this age-old guide to help you
create pleasing project designs.

he Golden Mean of measuring was
used by both the ancient Greeks
and Egyptians to design their

buildings and monuments for pleasing
proportion. You can do the same for your
projects by using the Fibonacci gauge. See
page 14 for an explanation of how to use
this intriguing and effective tool.

To make your own, start by cutting the
arms (A, B, C) to width and shape from
%0" dense hardwood stock. (We
used figured maple, but any
wood will do.) Transfer the
hole centerpoints from the
full-size patterns, found in the
WOOD Patternsa insert, to
the arms. Drill the t/ti'holes
where marked and add
tinish to each arm. Join the
pieces in the configuration
shown on the Exploded
View and accompanying
Side View drawings with
binder posts and screws,
using Locktite to prevent
the screws from
loosening over time. I

t/e" binder post

Materials lrist

oubide arms

B inside arm 1A6" 1/z' 4Yi'

C crosarm 1/t6" 1/2' 3u

Material key: C-choice of wood.

Source
Kit. %" binder posts and screws (4), 2 ounce #609 Locktite
(1), Kit #300CA1, $9.95 ppd. plus $4.95 for each additional
kit. Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking, 720 14th Street,
Kalona. lA 52247 . Call 800/346-9663.

woodmaEazine.com



shop skil ls

how to use the Fibonacci gauge to

proportion projects
to please the eye
For thousands of years, architects and artists have followed
the principle of the Golden Mean to make designs look just right.
With this simple invention you can, too, but without alt the math!

ll the best furnituremakers and
woodturners seem to have one
thing in common-a natural eye

for proportion. From sketch to finished
project, they never lose their sense for
balanced proportions. For those lacking
this natural gift, thank goodness for the
Golden Mean.

Believed to have originated in
ancient Greece, the Golden Mean is a
mathematical formula for proportion-
ing one dimension to another for
eye-appealing balance. A furnituremaker,
for instance, can calculate the needed size
of a coffee-table top in relation to its total
height to arrive at a pleasing proportion.

Mathematically, he would utilize the
Golden Mean ratio of 1:1.618, which
determines the length of the long side in
relation to the short side of a rectangle.
Here's how it works:

Let's say the rectangular coffee table
you want to make will stand 18" high (a
standard dimension and the short side of
the rectangle). To calculate the top's
length (the long side of the rectangle),
multiply 18x1.618 to arrive atabout29".
Since the short side of the rectangle is 18",
that dimension represents the top's width.
(No need for fractional exactness.) See the
Drawing below for how it's done.

THE GOLDEN MEAN RATIO

----<--- 29'

Too much math? Turn to the Fibonacci
gauge for proportions at a glance. (To build
your own, turn to the plan onpage 13.)

Great proportions in a jiffy
The Fibonacci gauge-named after
1 3th-century Italian mathematician
Leonardo Fibonacci-is an adjustable
design tool that holds constant the Golden
Mean ratio whether it's compressed or
expanded. The shorter span between the
center point (B) and outer point (C)
represents a unit that's .618 of the
span length between the center :
point (B) and the other outer ,,,
point (A). .';.::

So how do you use it? Let's
say that you want to find a
pleasing proportion for the i
rectangular lid of a
jewelry box such as the
completed one at right. ::',
You have on hand the :.i:,;
tile for the inset, but ,,ii
need to balance the
proportions of the
oak that will
surround it. As
you can see in
the photo at
right,by

spreading the gauge so that the distance
between the center point (B) and the
farther outer point (A) covers the width of
the tile inset, the shorter span between the
center (B) and the other point (C)
automatically represents the proportional
width of the surround.

You also can use the Fibonacci gauge ,
to find the proportional dimensionJf"i" @
piece of furniture (or its parts) shown in a H
photo. For example, you like the looks of a
tall drop-front secretary and storage
cabinet featured in amagazine, but no
dimensions are given. You can, however,
find its approximate propcirtional height
with the Fibonacci gauge.

How? Start by assuming that the
distance from the floor to the desk's
writing surface is a fairly standard 30".
Place the gauge on the photo so that the
longer span (B to A) represents the
30". If the piece were built -,.:.i;r

18 "
(18  x  1  . 618 )

1 9 "
(known

I
-)
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proportionately, the outer point (C) should
rest at or close to the top of the pigeon-
holed center section, as you can see in
Photo 1. Since the shorter span (B to C)
represents .618 of 30", the center section's
height comes in at about I8m'. To find the
height ofthe upper cabinet, reverse the
gauge so that the smaller span (B to C)
spreads across the center section. The
point of the larger span (B to A) should
rest at the cabinet top, revealing that its
height is close to 30", as shown in Photo 2.
The total height of the unit equals the sum
of the three parts: 30" + 18W' + 30" = 78W'.
Use the same method to find widths.

Remember, a Fibonacci gauge isn't
for precise measurement. But using one
will always get you close to pleasing
proportions.

Interested in seeing the Fibonacci gauge
in action? Visit wood rnagaz.i rre.conr /
fibonacci to see a video of Jeff Mertz
proportioning a table using the process
described in this article. .l

Written by Peter Stephano
lllustration: Lorna Johnson

1 5woodrnagazine.corn
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Cordless drilt holsters hang 'em highg

Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Workbench space is at a premium in my
shop, so I made holsters for my cordless
drills, as shown. To make these handy
hangers, I cut 4" PVC pipe into 10"
lengths, and then used a jigsaw to cut a
slot lengthwise in each
piece wide enough to fit
my dril ls' handles.
(l made mine 17+" wide;
yours may need to be
wider or narrower.)

Sand or file the cut
edges of the PVC to
prevent damaging the
soft grips on the tools.
Finally, drill a pair of
holes inside the pipe,
directly opposite the
slot, and screw the
holsters to the bottom
of a shelf or cabinet.
You may need to install
a fi l ler strip on the
bottom of the cabinet to

ti

shim the holsters if your cabinets have a
deep recess beneath.

a

!

(L

Arthur Hoff actually made a career of
woodworking in the early 1960s,
making wooden helicopter blades.
"l laminated the spars, carved them to
shape with a spokeshave, and then
sanded them," he recalls. Now in
retirement, Arthur builds projects of a
decidedly smaller scale: "Every one of
my granddaughters has a jewelry box,"
he says proudly.

Raise the table to cut super-thin
- rfr'

materials g
Recently, I was making wooden chests
for my young daughters and flecided to
use brass accent strips for edging. When
I tried to cut the strips with my tablesaw,
the thin material would slide underneath
the tablesaw's fence, making a precise
accurate cut virtually impossible. I knew I
needed to somehow raise the table next
to the fence.

To solve the problem, I first positioned
the fence where it
needed to be for my
cuts. Next, I lowered
the tablesaw blade
and used cloth-
backed, double-faced
tape to firmly adhere
a 6"-wide scrap of
t/c" hardboard to the
tabletop. With the
hardboard mounted,
I started the saw and
gradually raised the
blade through my
sacrificial table.

As a final measure, I made a job-
specific pushblock so I could safely feed
the thin brass through the blade. lf you
have trouble getting the pushblock's heel
to hold the edge of the thin material, you
can add double-faced tape to the bottom
of the pushblock, too. This setup helps
me make safe, accurate cuts with thin
metals and other laminate materials.

-Donovon Harsch, Regina, Sask.

-Arthur Hoff, Lakeland, Fla.

Mffi
Arthur Hoff
receives a
horizontal
router table
and assortment
of bits from
MLCS for sending
this issue's Top Shop
Tip. Attaboy, Arthur!

Describe how you've solved a workshop
stumper and you'll get $75 if we print it.
And, if your tip garners Top Shop Tip
honors, we'llalso reward you with tool
treasures worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with photos
or illustrations and your daytime phone
number, to: Shop Tips, WOOD
Magazine,lT16 Locust St., LS-221,
Des Moines, fA 50309-3023. Or e-mail
tips to: shoptips @woodmagazine.com.
Remember to include your contact info
in the e-mail as well.

Because we publish only original tips,
please send your tips only to WOODo
magazine. Sorry, submitted materials
can't be returned.

continued on page 18
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Top-shelf template for E
boring multiple holes v

Not long ago, I built some cabinets
for my office with adjustable
shelving. Faced with marking and
drilling hundreds of holes, I created
the boring template shown at right.
With it, I use my plunge router with a
guide bushing to consistently create
cleaner holes than I could ever make
with a drill bit. And a few carefully placed
shelf supports quickly align and locate
the template over the workpiece.

I made mine from a piece of white
V+" pertoraled hardboard about 15x60".
Using a drill press, I enlarged the center
row of holes to fit my plunge router's
7a" guide bushing. I then numbered the
holes so I know where to stop boring.

To use the template, I first laid out the
approximate line for the shelf-pin holes
on my first case side. Next, I indexed the
jig to the workpiece by placing the row of
enlarged holes directly over that layout
f ine. Then, I installed a pair of t/c" shelf
supports underneafh the template in the

i Use the dimensions shown in the
illustration to build your supports,
remembering to make both a left and

i right version. The 12" spacer is long
enough to extend past the support and
rest firmly on the cabinet's face frame for
alignment. The spacer on top of the
support holds the drawer box the
necessary 1A" above the face frame rail.
With the box securely supported and

i two adjacent rows nearest the workpiece
i edge, as shown in the drawing. These
i supports locate the shelf-pin holes up to
i 1/2" ott that first line, but that's okay,
i because the jig duplicates the location
i on every workpiece. After snugging the
i supports against the edge and end of the
i workpiece, I clamped the template and

workpiece in place.
Finally, I inserted the guide bushing

into the first desired hole, plunged a

tZ" straight bit to depth to bore the shelf-
pin hole, and repeated for each hole in
the row. After boring the entire row, I
simply moved the shelf support from one
edge to the other (but not moving the top
support) and repeated the hole-boring
process. The results are amazingly
accurate because the template always
registers off the top edge of the
workpiece.

-Robert Brosbe, Lancaster, Pa.

accurately spaced, it's simply a matter of
extending the drawer slide out until it's
flush with the box's front and screwing it
into place.

-Paul Bianchina, Bend, 1re.

continued on page 20

Take the guesswork out of mounting drawer slides @
Mounting a drawer box so its face aligns
with the cabinet frame can be as
frustrating as catching a greased pig.
When you're installing full-extension
drawer slides, as I like to do, there's even
less room for error. My solution was to
build a pair of L-shaped drawer supports,
as shown below, that clamp to the
cabinet front and fully support the drawer
box while leaving my hands free.

1 8 WOOD magazine November 2006
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F eet-lnch-t roction and Metric Colculotor
You will get professional woodworking results
when solving measurement problems with this
easy-to-use tool.  Work in and convert between
dimensional  formats  inc lud ing Feet - lnch-
Fractions, Decimal Feet- lnch-Fractions, Yards,
Meters, Centimeters and Mil l imeters as well  as
Area and Volumes. the Measure Master Prois
ideal for fast, accurate Board Feet est imates.
Solve for Weight per Volume, Circles,
Circumference and Arcs. Model 4020

Consrnucrrau
Itllnsrrft'PRo
Adv onced F eel - lnch-F r oction
Conslruclion- Molh Colculotor

The Construction Master Pro sets the industry
standard for advanced construction-math calcu-
lators. l t  provides powerful bui l t- in solut ions for
Framing, Stairs, Paneling, Circles, Arcs, Segments,
Compound Miters, Polygons and much more.
Set preferences for Fractions, Risers and 0n-cen-
ter spacing. l t 's perfect for completing plans, lay-
outs, bids and estimates to save you t ime,
money, material and frustration. Model4065

PnoncfCATC^
F eet 4nch-Froction Proiect Colculotor
Work in Yards, Feet-lnch-Fractions and Meters
to calculate and convefi Linear, Area and
Volume measurements. Use built- in functions
that quickly find the am0unt of material requireo
for common home and building projects -
Painting, Wall-covering, Tile, Concrete, Roof
Bundles,  Block,  Br icks and much more. Design,
build, install and finish your projects with preci-
sion and confidence.
Model 8525

Ptus
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shop tips

Squaring sled helps @
clean up laminated parts
I enjoy making rocking chairs with curved laminated rockers
and back braces. After unclamping the laminated pieces from
their forms, the layers are never perfectly aligned and globs of
hardened glue stick out from the seams. The pieces need to be
cleaned and squared up along their edges. Using a jointer is
awkward and somewhat unsafe on these narrow curved parts,
so I make job-specific sleds that allow me to safely pass the
parts through a planer.

The sled shown below holds the chair's curved back
braces, and features a fixed form in the middle and
adjustable clamping blocks that match the contour of the
braces. The fixed form and clamping blocks should be at
least 3/e" lower than the thickness of the laminated workpiece
to prevent damaging the form as I plane.

After removing the braces from their glue form, I scrape off
as much hardened squeeze-out as possible to minimize wear
on my planer knives. Then I drop the braces into this sled,
capture them with the adjustable blocks, then run them
through the planer, taking shallow cuts. When I'm satisfied
with that surface, I f l ip the braces and put them in opposite
sides of the form, so I can machine both edges with one sled.

-Joe Godfrey, Forest City, N.C.

20 WOOD magazine November 2006



Ball-drilling jig cures g
"bipolar diiorder" 

=
It's not easy finding the opposite poles of
a sphere. Recently, I needed to do just
that when I was making some decorative
spindles using stacked wooden balls. To
make a straight spindle, the holes
needed to be exactly opposite each
other. To accomplish this slippery feat, I
came up with the steps shown below.

-John Jouas, Cave Creek, Ariz

,,--x

Simple storage for v
safety glasses v

Old oven mitts can be recycled into
handy holders for shop safety
glasses. The cushioned holder
protects the lenses from scratches
and can be conveniently stored
anywhere. You can hang them on
walls or cabinets or, with the help
of a magnetic hook, on the side of
your tablesaw or other large tools.
You could even use one to safely
store a dial caliper by your planer.

-Dustin Davis. Cumberland, Md.
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Arrow Fas tener  (U.K)  L td . ,  Un i t  5  ZK Park ,  23  Commerce Way,  Croydon CRo 425,  Sur rey ,  Un i ted  K ingdom

0 2 0 0 2  A . r o w  F d s r e n e r  C o  .  I n (

ll|lachlne

5\

...|t's wnat
you've c0me to

Jpn from Arrow!
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Keeping Americo Strong
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gEQffig3 NE USA LTFETTME GUARANTEE
I-E(GAI- STE6?SIDS
FOR YOURROUTERI!

PALAiTIN
Router Table

re
Master
Woodworking
Router Bit Collection
This mav not be everv
bit you'll'ever need, but
it's close! Use this set to

comolete vour
collecticin!

y,l3P3?$1 89
y-\33f'.?$1 89

NOW ONLY

flt$
WL-TA82

. Portable design for
ease of use

. Quiet deluxe cabinet base

. Laminated 12 ply birch
1-3116" ultra flat top

. Deluxe fence system

. Fits all routers with
up to 3-1/2" diam. bits

FCAEiRETDbETSE
Every th ing  You  Need
To  Make  Beau t i f u l

11 19JeT#i;^"ilTlH:

OGEE CLASSICAL COLLECTION!
Add tha t
ext ra l i t t le
touch  to

:::H,'-" .rf79 You know you've always wanted the stvle and ease of rale of
beautiful'plantation shutterc, but you'couldn't afford those

outngiouf pdces. With our one-of-'a-k!nd shutter sft you can
ea'sily make custom shutters in a

0RDER YOURS T0DAY oNLy

ffit1 '8 0 0' 47 2'6 9 5 0 fr *r,-e,er st. Laversne TN. 3zoa6
WOOD magazine November 2006
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Self-cleaning -E
radial-arm saw table
It doesn't take much dust nestled in the
corner between a radial-arm saw's fence
and table to mess up an otherwise
accurate cut. Eliminate the problem by
creating a gap between the fence and
table that lets dust drop out of the way.

To bump out the table, select twelve
t/+" washers of equal thickness. Using a
countersink. chamfer the inside of four of
those washers to recess the screw
heads. Remove the saw table, and install
one stack of three washers at each end
and the other two stacks about 12" or so
in from those, steering clear of the
blade's potential path. Make certain the
washer stacks rest below the table's
surface, and then reinstallthe table.

-Perry Johnson, Golden Valley, Minn.



Adjustable-height router table
in working position

Telescoping router table @
for compact storage
I needed a router
table, but didn't have
room in my garage
shop for another large
stationary cabinet. My
solution is a tele-
scoping table that can
slide down and fit
under a work counter
when not in use.

First, build the base
to your desired
dimensions so the
entire assembly will fit
under the counter,
(The dimensions
shown should work in most situations.) Cut
th"-wide slots as shown in the table sides for the
telescoping function. The L-shape of the slots
helps stabilize the table when it's in the working
position. Use T-knobs, carriage bolts, and locking
washers to secure the sides to the base. Now you
have an easily stowed router table that's ready to
come out and work like a big-league tool. .l

-J i m Treece, Knoxvi lle, Tenn.
woodmagazine.corn

I

3/+" plywood
sides

7+" slot with
L-shaped
returns

T-knobs

f,ltlncludos:
. R5 Kreg Jig@
. Drill Bit / Depth Collar
. 6" Driver Bit
. Sample Screws / Plugs

Ftom/2" to 1-112" thick material
this jig features independent
positioning sliders that adjust
to join them all.

Relief holes help get the wood
chips out of the drill bit flutes,
easing the drilling stroke and
extending drill bit life.
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ask wood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D 0nlineo

Make pens from antlers
fi 1l frave a friend who has some
\f r mule deer antlers that he
wants me to turn to make pens. Are
there any secrets for doing this?

Dean Cody, Olympia, Wash.

I

A rStart by allowing freshly cut or
Fl rshed antlers to dry for a year, Dean.
That will allow you to cut and turn the
pieces without filling your shop with a
strong, unpleasant odor.

--k'-

Pens by turner Jerry Selover include places where the outer surface of the antler remains.

lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to ASK W000, 1716 Locust St.,
LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023, or send us
an e-mail at askwood@woodmagazine.com. For
immediate feedback from your fellow woodworkers,
post your questions on one of our woodworking
forums at , " '

One key to turning pieces of antler is
working around their irregular shapes.
Jerry Selover, a Des Moines, Iowa, turner
who makes and sells pens fashioned from
antlers, like those shown below left, solves
this problem by loosely mounting the
pieces in a sliding vise on his drill press.
He then lowers the bit to use as a guide for
aligning antler pieces vertically, as shown@
belovv, before tightening the vise. H

After he drills holes for the center sleeve
and mounts the pieces of antler on a
mandrel, they turn much like wood using
just a roughing gouge and a skew. Jerry
then protects his pens by quickly wiping
on a slow-curing cyanoacrylate to fill the.^
pores and leave a matte sheen. \Wi

Different parts of the antler have F
different textures and color. Pieces cut at
or near the tips are more dense and pale
than the porous, darker sections found near
the base.

&dfl

Plyrood vs. fiber core
|ri l While shopping for oak
ff r veneer plywood to make a
dresser, I ran across oak veneer 6sheet goods, strengthen your joints with
panels with a medium-density fiber-\Slspecial cabinet connecting screws
board (MDF) core. I chose plywood € available from such suppliers
because the plans called for screw- : as McFeely's (8001443-7931 or l1\.:,'

i using conventional wood screws. Should

i you want to experiment with MDF-core
edges of the pilot hole, as shown in the
cutaway vrew below. This fastener also can
be used to connect pieces of melamine-
covered particleboard.

continueci on page 26

ing the pieces together, and I
figured plywood holds screws
better. Did I make the right call?

mcfeelys.com). Unlike wood
screws, where the collar
diameter narrows above the

-Mark Ball, Duluth, Minn. : threads. the collar below the
heads of these screws ls as
wide as the threads to help
hold the screw in place while
the threads gently grip the

A . You did fine, Mark. As the stronger
Fl rand lishter of the two choices.
plywood has i-rore holding strength when

24 WOOD magazine November 2006
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Breathe easy
fi ; I recently bought an HVLP
\| r sprayer. So far, I've applied
water-based finishes while wearing
just a cheap respirator. I'd like to
get a better respirator for spraying
other types of finishes.

-Tim Hollefsrud, Piene, S.D.

A .If you're wearing just a disposable
trl rpaper tilter mask now. Tim, a
respirator would be a big improvement.
Any respirator you buy needs to pass two
crucial tests.

First, the respirator must fit tightly
against your face to keep fumes from
bypassing the filters. To test for a tight seal,
fit the respirator to your face as the
manufacturer recommends. Then remove
the filter cartridges and place your hands
tightly over the cartridge mounts. Try to
inhale and see if air is slipping in around
the edges of the mask. If so, adjust the
mask until you achieve a tight fit or try a
different mask. Something as simple as
facial hair can interfere with a mask seal.

26

Second, check whether the respirator can
be fitted with the correct cartridges for the
finishes you'll be spraying. Look for the
filter's National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) rating. Avoid
filters with an "N" rating, which won't trap
airborne oil particles. Use an oil-resistant
"R" filter or oilproof "P" filter. In addition
to the letter, there will be a number rating
of 95, 99, or 100, depending on whether the
filter works at 95, 99, or 99.7 percent
efficiency. Any of these will be adequate
for most household spray finishing jobs.

For protection when spraying both water-
based and solvenrbased finishes, look for a
filter with an organic vapor rating. Some
filter cartridges may be rated for both
particle and organic vapor protection.

To protect your eyes and lungs at the
same time, consider a full-face mask.
Examples include AOSafety's QuickFit
(AOSafety, 800 I 225 -903 8 or aosafety.com),
shown above right, or the 3M 6000 with a
full facepiece (800/328-1667 or 3m.com/
occsafety). These cannot be worn over

This full-face mask uses separate particle
and organic vapor filters that interlock.

glasses, but some types can be fitted with
builrin prescription lenses. Removable
plastic films can be applied to the
facepieces to keep your vision from being
obscured by overspray buildup.

WOOD magazine November 2006
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JDS Air-Tech 750-ER
with remote 5319.00

Thetlrt Gontpany

The Uttima.te Air: qleo.r.e_-r:

JDS Dust-Force
1 .sHP 12s0 CFM

5319'00

JD5 Cyclone
2HP 1450 CFM
5999,00

3HP 1 7OO CFM
s 1 495.00 JG

to.'*:Aot

800 4807269
w w w  j d s t o o l s  c o m

For more information or a dealer near you call

Circle No. 678

ffm*der ffitter*
TTIE SMART AT{D COIWENIENT ACC,TSSORYI

$s$ Sander Sitter 6" I{D
. Designed for industrial and commercial trse
. Works with dl 6" Random Orbital Disc
Sanders
r Custom support arm for right angle or
barrel grip sanders
o All the benefits of the original 5" Sander
Sitter

d Sander Sitter 5"
. Works with dl 5" Random Orbital Disc
Palm Sanders
. Safely and secwely set the running sander
down in the carousel
o Eliminates 70 to 80% of debris from sand-
ing paper while spinning or winding down.

SAVES TIME + SAVES PAPER = SAVES MONEY
Visit our website or your nearest Sander Sitter Dealer

www.sandersitter.com
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Satin finishing myth: Busted
|Fi 1l want a satin f  inish for my
\l  r  cherry dining table, and I
have a supply of both satin and
gloss varn ish.  Assuming I  brush on
three coats, which is the best way:
two coats of gloss and a final coat
of satin, or three coats of gloss fol-
lowed by rubbing out the f inish?

Adam Bedford, Rockford, Mich.

lConventional wisdom once cal led
r for applyin-u gloss on al l  bLrt the

firral coat. which would be satin. Adaln.
Some bel ieved niult iple coats ol-satin nt i-ght
obscure the -erain; others thor-rght gloss
finishes were more dr"rrable than sattin
f inishes. Bob Flexner. ar-rthor of
U rt cl e rs tct rt tl i rt g Woo d F i tt i s lt i tt g. tested the

-grain-obscuring theory ancl fbund there
wils no noticeable clifterence in woocl -ct'ain
clari ty between sample surthces with -uloss
lundercoats and those where satin f inish
was used fbr each coat. That 's because the
fine si l ica f latt ing agents buriecl beneatl ' r
the surface of a satin i inish becotne

woodrnagazine. corn

Rubbing out a f inish al lows you to control the sheen while removing surface imperfections
such as brush strokes and dust nibs.

invisible. Only the -uranules on the surfhce
diffuse reflected li-sht to creelte a satin
shecn. As lbr hardness. satin f inish is just

-closs f inish with the added f latt ing a-sent.
so there's no cl i f fbrcnce in hardness.

We recomrlend combinin-e elements of
your two choices. Apply three coit ts of
satin finisl'r. Then rurb out the toDcoitt to

remove surfarce flaws. such as trapped dust.
For a super-srnootl-t finish. first levcl the (D
surl'ace by sandin-u Lrp to 600 grit tbllowed [J
by (XXX) steel wool. Then rub the surtitce
with 2F and , lF pumice in nt irreral oi l  for
an even satin sheen. Use satin f inish on the
routed edges and any other areas where
you clort't rurb outt the finish.

t 'ot t t i t t t tcd ()n pug( 28
27
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Sticky router sihration
fi a t use a Porter-Cable router
tf r 90 percent of the time with a
fixed base in a table and 10 percent
with the handheld plunge base.
Recently, Iwas plunge-routing 7a"
MDF. After finishing the job, I could
no longer remove the router from its
plunge base. I assume it's clogged
with fine MDF powder. What should
I do to get the router free?

-Danell Phillips, ML Desert, Maine

A .If fine dust has packed the spiral
tt rgrooves in the base, that could be
your problem, Darrell. Start by trying to
remove as much dust as possible using
compressed air. An aerosol penetrating oil
or WD-40 also may loosen up the jam,
although you'll later have to remove all
lubricant from the motor housing and base
to avoid attracting more contaminants.

The experts at Porter-Cable offered
another possible explanation for this jam.
Transferring the motor between bases may
have produced an accidental nick on the

28

motor housing, raising a burr that keeps the i
housing from turning inside the base. If . , :
you spot a small nick or raised sliver of W
metal, carefully remove it with a fine mill H i
file or piece of sandpaper.

While you're at it, check for other
possible contaminants that may cause the
housing to stick in its base. These include
errant dabs of glue on the motor housing or
wood chips in the grooves. lF

WOOD magazine Norrember 2006
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Promo #5O3

Apollo
I OOOSE

lncluding All-New
Apollo

TrueHVLPrtu A55{ O
Spray Gun!

40th Birthday Sale: $999
Apollo Sprayerc, industry leader in mmplete TTeHVLP'nv
furbine systems, oelebnate 40 years of quality, engineering, and
dunability, witr big savings on he new Special Edition Apollo,
Model 1000SE:
A Tough industrial duty 8.0 psi 4-stage turbine unit
A Double air filtration
A Handles light, medium, and heavy viscosity finishes

Order Model 1000SE Today
Get an APOLLO PRO PACK FREE!

Part #53191E $200 vRluet
GALL 888.900 -4957 (HVLP)

Online: www.hvlp.com/wl 1 06

Ask us about our other turbine models and uvr-p
spray guns - Available from $369



tool shop

l0lffin
perfectplaning
Your benchtop planer takes a

beating in normal use. Give it routine

maintenance for glassy-smooth restilts

board after board.

{
{

rF"* benchtop planers will continue to deliver the kind of

F results you want-and expect-without maintenance.
- Getting and keeping your planer in top condition is the
key that unlocks the door to peak planer performance. Although
you might occasionally run across circumstances that require
professional repair, such as a cutterhead out of alignment with the
feed rollers, you can successfully perform the following
maintenance to keep your machine in top shape. Just be sure to
read your planer's manual for procedures specific to that make
and model. And always unplug your planer before working on it.

Here are some basic ideas to remember: The cutterhead cuts
parallel to your planer's table as boards are fed across it, so keep
it flat, clean, and smooth. Keep your planer and its parts that
contact the wood clean and free of chips, dust, sappy residue, and
lubricants. A little TLC will help your planer be a reliable
workhorse in your shop for many years.

Check the planer table for flatness with a long straightedge.
Assess the length and width of the table as well as diagonally.
lf your table has any warped or low spots-which are rare-contact
the manufacturer for assistance.

To reduce snipe, set the infeed and outfeed extension tables so
that the outer ends are %e" (about the thickness of a penny) higher
than the planer table.

Clean the planer table with mineral spirits; then apply a coat of paste
w€lx so boards will glide across smoothly as the feed rollers pull
them' Buff the wax w*h a soft cloth' 

continued on page 3g

woodmagazine.corn 37



tool shop

Use dust-collection
equipment when
possible, and use
compressed air to blow
away debris from the
cutterhead, rollers, and
table surface with each
use. This helps avoid
feed rollers that slip,
and dimpled wood
surfaces that result
from feed rollers
compressing chips
against the workpiece.

When the feed rollers
lose grip, a workpiece
can stall inside the
planer and become
gouged or burned. lf
you see debris build
up, wipe the rubber
feed rollers with min-
eral spirits or naphtha
using a clean rag to
ensure a good grip.

Clean dust and pitch from the knives using
mineral spirits and a clean rag or brass-
bristle brush. You'll most likely need to do
this after planing wood with high sap, tar, or
oil content, such as pine or teak. Be careful
not to cut your fingers on the knife edges.

or pull chunks from the surface, so replace
or sharpen them at the first sign of dulling.
Don't bother sharpening double-edged,
disposable planer knives; it proves too
difficult to get a consistently sharp and
straight edge on all knives-which must
match perfectly. Keep a spare set of knives
on hand to minimize downtime.

Check the motor brushes every 100 hours
for wear on the carbon faces. Replace them
when the carbon is less than'r,/q" long. Ex-
cessive motor load, caused by taking deep
cuts in wide stock, could hasten wear.

posts by blowing away dust and chips with
compressed air. Use a brass-bristle brush
if needed. Then lubricate the posts and
threads with dry paraffin wax for smoother
movement.

Clean the drive chain and sprockets only if
they become covered in dust or chips. Use
a brass-bristle brush and compressed air.
(Avoid removing grease or lubricant from
any exposed gears.) i
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ut the stretchers (A) and risers
(B) to the sizes l isted in the
Materials List. To determine the

length of the stretchers, measure the
length of your casserole dish and add 2t/s".
Cut or rout a %" -eroove r/t" deep in the
blanks for risers, where noted on the full-
size patterns on the WOOD Pattentsa insert.

E exploDED vtEW

t/e" round-overs

7%a" pi lot  hole
1 " deep

*

Cut a mating 3"- long rabbet on both ends
of each stretcher, where shown on
Drawing 1. Glue and clarnp a pair of
r isers to each stretcher. See one end of
one A/B assembly in Photo A.

To form the handle tops (C), start by
cutting a blank measuring 2t/+x16" from t/2"

stock. Using Drawing 1a and the End View

@#

on the full-size patterns for reference, bevel-
rip one edge of the blank at 7o. Sand the
surfaces smooth and crosscut two handle
tops (C) to 6th". Mark a line %" in from one
edge of each handle top and mark a
perpendicular centerline across this line. See
the line locations in Photo A. Mark a
centerline on the handle of your casserole
dish. Align one handle top (C) with the dish
handle and trace your cassel'ole dish handle
profile onto the handle top, as shown in
Photo A. Bandsaw the handle profile to
shape on both handle tops.

Cut the handle bottoms (D) to the size
listed. Glue the handle tops and bottoms
together face to face. Transfer the handle full-
size end and back edge patterns to each

l!! unruolE curlNc DETATL

%i. TF"

ffiF
&#

> t"F-:,**
6 { l

1/2" groove 1/4" deep /

t/a" round-overs routed
after assembly

Trim after assembly.

1/q" -thick oushstick

Blade t i l ted 7'from
vertical

t/e" hardboard
(zero-clearance su rface)/8" round-overs

WOOD magazine November 2006
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scraprrvood projects
lamination and cut them to shape. The front
edge of the handle bottoms (D) is not cut
to the same profile as the handle tops (C).
The resulting ledge supports the dish
handle. Drill the mounting holes through
the handles (C/D), where marked.

Cut a pair of 4Va"-long spacers to hold the
stretchers/risers (A/B) apart. Now, for
securing the handles (C/D) to the stretchers/
risers (A/B), clamp the spacers between the
stretchers/risers (A/B) assemblies, as shown
in Photo B. Drill mating pilot holes in the
risers (B). Remove the clamps, spacers, and
handles for now.

Tiansfer the full-size pattern to each end
of the stretchers/risers (A/B) lamination,
and cut the risers to shape. Use a sanding
drum to sand the curved edges smooth.
Rout a %" round-over on the four
assemblies, where noted. Sand the four
parts smooth.

Clamp the spacers back in place, and
screw the handles (C/D) to each stretchers/
risers (A/B), as shown in Photo B. Plug
the holes and sand them flush with the
top of each handle. Finish as desired. (We
used satin polyurethane for durability and
easy cleaning.) I

stetchers Y2" *17Ve'

B risers 1/2n 3u 3u

C handlehps Y2' 21h' 6Y2' M

D handle bottoms Yi' 21A" 6Yz" C
*Measure length of dish and then add 2{a" to determine length.
Malerials keyr C+herry, M-maple.
Supplies: #8x1rh" flathead wood screws (4), /e" cherry
plugs (4).
Blade and bits: t/e" round-over router bit. dado set.

Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Find funns ot
FREE project

plans at

woodma gazi ne.com/freeplans
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PToMAX-
@

Available Fall 2Ot)5
sTocK No.40-087

ProtAX Complete Router Table
@mes with ProMA)( cast iron rcuter tabl6
(#40431), ProMD( EN Cap (#40-u4),
PtoMil( Prcfessional Cabinat (lU&074).

Fm@l|lloDrfo.l[F.[-
7 Only full-size cast iron router table in the ma*etplace.
) lntegrated router bit storage with pull-out shelves.
) Drawer option with full extension ball bearing s/ides.
> Fence and cabinet made in USA.
> Unigue cubby for storing your routers.
2 Router table includes award-winning 28' ProFence.
> Bolt andcross dowel construction and

steel hardware for the ultimate in strength.
) lncludes 4" dust port.

) Components available separately.
> Curved side panels for better ergonomics.
> Solid Baltic birch panel construction.
> Table size: 27" x 20", height: 35%".

l .
I

Compatible with both Pto-
MAX Professional Cabinets
and PRO-BEN CH Cab i nets.

sTocK No.40-085
PRO-BE]{C'| 5O'todel
includes 50' Top fta0488),
3' Cabinet (#40-089), and
lwo Slanda/d yises (4G090).
Note: Optional Qubk relea*
vise ls a/so aya,Table for this model.

22" MODEL

Circle No. 1870

P?omAX Gomplete Router Table
shown with optional Cab-La mobile base. No
PtoMAX products include Cab-Loc moblie base.

PROMAX PROFESSIOI{AL
CABINET FEATURES

P.omAX Gomplete Router Table
shown with the following options:
Cab-loc mobila base (#40-008),
Door Pdck (#4G0U) and
Dnwer Pack (#40-083)ffi

Center router
bay allows easy
access and great
dust collection.

Pull-out router
bll storage ls fasl
and convenient.

nroil
Lower cubby is Comes with
pertect for spare 4" dust port.
touter storage.

P B 0- B E 1l C H 
" 
i';: ::,'J:: :::{::: ;:L n aft e n,h a n m a p ! e

d > Hi-lostorageshelyes

/lvailable late Fatl !OO6
PRO-BENCH nodels below are shown with

the following opfions:
Cab-loc mobile base (\UGO0gI

Door Pack (#40484)
Dnwer Pack (#4&083)

) Rearsforage area for tools and clamps
7 Cabinet-style base
> Mobile base ready
) Front row bench dog holes
7 Premium visas

50" MODEL
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a toddler bed ,,.

Itts a crib ...
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I Overall dimensions:
Crib
57la" wide x 31s/+" deep x 439la" high
Toddler bed
57%" wide x 31t/2" deep x 43%" high
Full bed
57le" wide x 83" deep x 43%" high.

I For a hardware kit, the board feet of
lumber, and other items needed to build this
project, see page 54.

tarting as a crib for a newborn, this
"sleep system" easily changes into a
bed for a toddler, and then into a full

bed, serving a child well past adolescence.

Simple decorative connector bolts and con-

cealed cross dowels make these quick

changes possible. Build all the parts now

and be years ahead, or choose any one ofthe

three beds to meet current needs.

Laminate the legs
I From 7+" stock. cut six 27/sx4ls/8" boards
I for the headboard legs (A), six 21/sx385/8"

boards for the footboard legs (B), and six
27/sx38s/8" boards for the guardrail legs (C).
Then group three boards for each leg,
arranging them with the best faces outward.
Mark the individual groups for reassembly,
and remove the center board from each
group. Plane the center boards to the same
thickness as the /+" plywood for the rails H
through M. Now install a 3/+" dado blade in
your tablesaw, and cut notches in the center
boards, where shown on Drawing 1.
Note: Be sure to make one guardrail leg (C)
center board with the upper 2"-wide notch
and the other without this notch.

!)Glue and clamp the legs. Avoid excess
Aglue in the mortises by applying glue
only to the center boards. To keep the ends
and edges flush, see the Shop Tip below.

With the glue dry, unclamp the legs. Then
remove excess glue from the mortises with a
chisel, and scrape excess glue from the
edges. Now joint Vro" from the mortised
edges of the legs, and plane the opposite
edges to the finished width listed on the
Materiafs List on page 54. Finally, crosscut
the bottom ends of the legs 6" below the bot-
tom mortises, where shown on Drawing 1,
and cut the opposite end of each leg to fin-
ished length.

flPair the legs with the mortises facing
Oeach other, and arrange them in the
order shown on Drawing 2. Then mark the
faces to be tapered near the lower ends. Now
lay out the tapers, and bandsaw and sand
them to shape.

7f Referring to Drawing 2, cut 10o bevels
'lon the tops of the headboard legs (A).
Then rotJt t/s" round-overs along the edges
and ends of all the legs, where shown.

How to keep face-glued parts aligned
Face-glued boards, such as those in the laminated
legs (A, B, C) in this project, tend to slip out of
alignment when clamped. To prevent this, cut the
boards oversize. (ln this project, the boards for the
legs are init ially cut with 1" of waste at each end.)
Then apply glue and assemble the boards, driving g _
a couple of nails through the waste area with an !-
air nailer, as shown at right. (lf you don't have an
air nailer, dry-stack the boards and dril l  pilot holes
for 4d finish nails. Then apply glue and drive the -S
nails with a hammer.) Be sure to keep the nails
away from the cutl ine. Apply clamps as usual.
With the glue dry, cut the part to finished length.

Look for this companion project in the next
issue. Designed to match the bed, it serves
double duty as a changing table and dresser.

E uc MoRTISES
HEADBOARD LEGS

2z/a" initially; joint and plane %0" off the
edges after laminating for 2e/q" tinished width

, \ (
4 )

6tZ" notch 1tle" deep,
1%0" deep after

joint ing and planing
Crosscut to

f inished
length after
laminating
and cross-

cutting
bottom.

6" notch 1tla" deep,
1t/r0" deep after

jo int ing and planing

FOOTBOARD LEGS
2t/e" initially; joint and plane %0" off the edges

after laminating for 2sla" finished width

GUARDRAIL LEGS
2z/a" initially; joint and plane %0" off the

edges after laminating for 2 /a" finished width

and planing (upper
notch on right leg only)

(
4 ,

) \  (  2"  notch 1/a"  deep,- 
I _t 1tAa" deep after jointing

Crosscut to f f i  and Planihg (uPPer
1 :
31/q"

r
3/a" notch
1t/a" deep,
1%0"  deep
after jointir
and planing

6" notch 1tle" deep,
1%0" deep after

joint ing and planing

Crosscut to f inished length
after laminating and
crosscutting bottom.

(36%" f inished
length)

f inished length
after laminating l l  l t : '
and crosscutting

bottom. -
1shu

-",,,"l].l ll lr

g/^u

61/+'

l/ /'l***: fi+\"[tH I I,:#q 
1il1|ll I i..,,.,, il/qd {tL""!f!fi lll4 , ,+

) rf 
raminating

(2sla" finished width) ^ Wi

(
6"
L
I

6"

6" notches 1/a" deep,
1%0" deep after joint ing and



E ucs

s/q" deep with a
r/a" hole centered inside

t/q-20
threaded

inserts
N
/  \ . . .

/ a '

/
. a

a'

a

a

No round-overs on top end

s/e" counterbore !A

t/q" hole with a 3/e" counterbore
s/c" deep on the opposite face

No round-overs
on top end.

Ta" hole
1,/2" deep

th
insefts

GUARDRAIL LEGS

k
t/+" holes with a
7a" counterbore
s/q" deep on the
opposite face7e" counterbores

s/q" deep with a
t/+" hole
centered inside

1/a-20
threaded

inserts
111/c

/+" holes

HEADBOARD LEGS
1s/a'

f Mark the threaded insert hole centers on
rJthe legs (A, B, C), where shown on
Drawing 2. Then chuck a3/a" brad-point bit
into your drill press, and drill the holes.

QMark the centers of the 3/a" counterbores
V3/q" deep with /+" holes centered inside
and/or the centers of the /a" holes on the
legs (A, B, C), where shown on Drawing 2.
Drill the counterbores and holes.

fFinish-sand the legs (A, B, C). Then,
I using a 6mm hex wrench, drive the
threaded inserts into the 3/s" holes.

Make the caps and coves
I To make a form for the lam,inated head-
I board cap (D), cut four tAx9sAx6IV8"

pieces of particleboard. Then referring to
Drawing 3, draw the top curve on one of the
pieces, as shown in Photo A. Bandsaw and
sand it to shape. Now using this piece as a
pattern, trace the curve onto the remaining
form pieces and bandsaw them, staying
about %" outside the lines. Clamp these

t/a" holes

. / l l,/a

round-
overs

15/a'

FOOTBOARD LEGS

611/a'

pieces one at a time to thp pattern, flush at
the straight edge and ends, and trim them to
shape with a handheld router and flush-trim
bit. Finally, screw the four pieces together to
create the form. Mark the centerline, lines
for the ends of part M, and the cutlines for
part D on the form.

)For the headboard cap (D), resaw and
Crplane three /qx27/sx60" strips. Mark
centerlines on the edges of the strips. Apply
glue to the strips and then stack them, cen-
tered, on the form. Working from the center

to the ends, clamp the strips to the form,
keeping the edges flush.

QRemove the headboard cap (D) from the
9form, and transfer the centerline from
the edge to the bottom face. Scrape away
excess glue, and joint one edge smooth.
Then plane the cap to finished width. Now
clamp the cap onto the form, aligning the
centerlines. Transfer the cutlines from the
form to the cap, remove the cap, and cut it to
length. Cut the footboard cap (E) and end
caps (F) to size.

t/e" round-

r
55/ta"

L

3/e" hole'r/2" 
deep

E cnp BENDINc

6 u i
3 layers of 7a"-thick particleboard Cutline for part

Lay out the headboard cap (D) curve endpoints and midpoint,
connect the points with a fairing stick, and draw the curve.

E :- -L=*-t-:-): :---#-FlE#i

Double-face tape the rail (M)to the form between the rail-end lines
and flush with the bottom edge. Flush-trim the railto shape.
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74" Pfug t/q" l1ng, Sanded
flush after assembly

Note: Part @ is laminated from three /+"{hick strips.

t/z" round-over

centered inside

3/q" gloove
%0" deep
centered

illMark Vz" radli on the top ends of the
'theadboard cap (D) and footboard cap
(E), where shown on Drawings 4 and 5, and
disc-sand them to shape. Do not round the
ends of the end caps (F). Then chuck a Vz"
round-over bit into your table-mounted
router. With the headboard cap on edge and
the footboard and end caps facedown, rout
the top edges, where shown on Drawing 4a.

f Chuck a %" round-over bit into a hand-
rJheld router and rout the bottom ends of
the headboard cap (D) and footboard cap
(E). Switch the bit to your table-mounted
router and with the headboard cap on edge
and the footboard and end caps bottom
down, rout the bottom edges.

f Drill centered counterbored holes at the
lfends of the headboard cap (D), where
dimensioned on Drawing 4. Finish-sand.

nTo make the cove blanks (G), plane a
I 6x60" board to Vz" thick, and joint both
edges. Chuck a3/a" cove bit into your table-
mounted router, and rout both edges. Then,
on your tablesaw, rip Vz"-wide strips from
each edge. Now repeat the joint, rout, and
rip steps until you have five cove blanks.
Finish-sand the blanks.

woodrnagazine.com

7e" counterbore t/+" deep
with a 7sz" shank hole

51Y8",

HEADBOARD
(front face shown)

Cut the rails and panels
I From 3/q" plywood, cut the lower rails
I (H), end lower rails (I), footboard upper

rail (J), end upper rails (K), and bed rails (L)
to size. Cut the headboard upper rail(M) Vl'
wider than the width listed.

!)Retrieve the headboard cap (D) bending
Crform. Align the headboard upper rail
(M) flush with the bottom edge of the form
and between the rail-end lines. Trace the
curve onto the rail, and bandsaw it, staying
%" outside the line. Now, using a handheld
router and flush-trim bit, trim the rail to
final shape, as shown in Photo B. Finish-
sand all the rails.

llCut four W plywood blanks 1" larger in
r)length and width than the size listed for
the end panels (N). Then, for laminating the
panels, cut two 3/i' particleboard cauls to the
same size. Now glue the blanks together in
pairs with the good faces out, place them
between the cauls, and apply clamps. With
the glue dry, remove the panels, and cut
them to finished size, making sure they are
square. Scrape off any glue squeeze-out,
and finish-sand the panels.

4l secrtoN vtEW

t/e" round-over

t/s" round-overs

7a" groove
7o" deep,
centered

t/a" round-over

t/a" round-over with
a %0" shoulder

Front face

t/a" round-over

Mill moldings and slats
I Cut the lower rail trim (O), end lower
I rail trim (P), and bed rail trim (Q) to

size. Then rout the parts, as shown in Steps
1 and 2 of Drawing 6.
jlCutthe slat retainers (R), panel retainers
fr(S), panel edging (T), and railing (U) to
size. Then groove and rout the parts, as
shown in Steps 1-7 of Drawing 7.

!)Plane stock to3/s" thick and test the fit in
Othe slat retainer (R) grooves. Then cut
the long slats (V), short slats (W), end slat
(X), and slat spacerblanks (Y) to size. Plane
stock to fit in the panel retainer (S) slots,
and cut the panel spacer blank (Z) to size.

Assemble the headboard
and footboard
I Glue and clamp the lower rail trim (O)
I to the bottom edges of lower rails (H).

Center the trim, forming l"-long "tenons" at
the rail ends, where shown on Drawings 4,
5, and 8. Keep the trim and rails flush on the
inside faces, where shown on Drawing 4a.

!)Glue and clamp the slat retainers (R) to
hthe top edges of the lower rails (H) and
the bottom edges of the headboard upper
rail (M) and footboard upper rail (J). Center
the trim end to end, forming l"-long tenons
at the rail ends. Finish-sand the lower rail
trim (O) and the slat retainers. Set one rail
assembly (H/O/R) aside for the guardrail.

t/a" round-over

)1e/q",

t l1

,-4
e
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E unruruc rHE RAIL TRIM
t/a" round-over

7+" groove
%0" deep,.

+lCapturing the lower rail (H) tenons and
tJheadboard upper rail (M) tenons in the
headboard leg (A) mortises, glue and clamp
the rails and legs in the arrangement shown
on Drawing 4. Then capturing the lower rail
(H) tenons and footboard upper rail (J) ten-
ons in the footboard leg (B) mortises, glue
and clamp the rails and legs in the arrange-
ment shown on Drawing 5. Check the
assemblies for square. Then using the Vq"
holes in the legs as guides, drill through the
rail tenons.

llGlue and clamp the headboard cap (D)
'tto the headboard upper rail (M) and
headboard legs (A). Center the cap on the

31/q'

1

21/q"

t/q" hole drilled
after assembly

511/a"

rail with the ends equally protruding beyond
the outside faces of the legs. Then using the
holes in the cap as guides, drill pilot holes
into the legs and drive the screws. Chuck a
plug cutter into your drill press, make four
plugs, and glue them into the counterbores
ensuring the grain runs the same way. With
the glue dry, sand them flush.

f Glue and clamp the footboard cap (E) to
rJthe footboard upper rail (J) and foot-
board legs (B). Center the cap on the rail
with the ends equally protruding beyond the
outside faces of the legs.

ATo fit the coves along the bottom edges
lJof the curved headboard cap (D), where
shown on Drawings 4 and 4a, first cut a 10o
bevel on one end of two cove blanks (G).
Then dry-fit and mark each cove, as shown
in Photos G and D. To apply clamping pres-
sure to the cove, place short pieces of 3/q"

dowel under the clamp heads. Now cut a 10o
bevel on the marked ends, and glue and
clamp the coves in place. Cut two more cove
blanks to fit between the footboard legs (B),
where shown on Drawing 5, and glue and
clamp them in place. Finish-sand the head-
board and footboard caps and coves.

lfBefore installing the long slats (V) in
I the headboard, make sure they are t/ro"
shorter than the distance between the bot-
toms of the grooves in the upper and lower
slat retainers (R). Then, on masking tape,
mark centerlines on one slat at both ends
and the centers of the slat retainers. Next,
from the slat spacer blanks (Y), cut 28 slat
spacers 2W' long. Now, working from the
center, install the spacers and slats, as shown
in Photo E. Measure and cut the last four
spacers to fit between the outer slats and the
legs (A). Repeat with the footboard.

centered

H

ee

I
I
I

2O11Aa

3/q" groove
%0" deep,
centered fl rooreoARD

Place {a"-thick spacers under the cove (G), tightly fit the beveled
end against one leg (A), and clamp the cove in place.

48

Mark cutl

G ) r
end of the cove (G) overlapping the other leg (A),
against the leg and mark a cutline on the cove.

With the free
place a ruler
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E vnrtruc rHE RETATNERS, RAILING, AND EDGTNG
STEP 1

Thickness of
e /a 'p lvwoodl

@,G
% t {

I
l . ' /

Dado blade
,r

Tablesaw

Note: Because you'll run out of room to
angle the slats into the retainer grooves,
install the last two slats at the outside ends
of the headboard and footboard beJore
installing the last six spacers at each end.

Assemble the guardrail
I Retrieve the rail ing (U). From a slat
I spacer blank (Y), cut a l/a"-long slat
spacer and glue it into the railin-g groove

E cunnonrul

s/q" gl
%0"  deep ,
centered

7a" round-overs

7a" groove
7e" deep, centered

STEP 4

ryl T
l / /

Dado blade

ry

t/q" hole dril led
af ter  assemblv

EE rrronrsE DETAIL
3/e x 11/2" morlise 1t/a" deep, centered

With the slat (V) and retainer (R) centerl ines
al igned, instal l  spacers (Y) and slats. Glue
the spacers in place, but not the slats.

@ra;-1

3/e x 11/2" mort ise 1/e" deep.
cut after assembly
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STEP 3

e
\ ,

qTl
H

i-tfliitri.Tq:ry1 T

l /
Te" dado blade

ru

Router table

STEP 6

@

Router table
t/a" round-over bil /8" round-over bit
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t/z" round-over

t/e" round-over

3/q" gloove
%0" deep, centered

"Thickness of laminated plywood panel

263/q'

263/c"

211/2"-

)
21/q'

No round-over
on ends.

-___z-
- \_2t/+'

EE secloN vrEW

outside*
face

t/e" round-over

7a" covg

s/sz" hole 2e/q" deep
dril led after assembly

13/sz" hole 2" deep
drilled after assembly

*716rrgroove -
7a" deep, centered

t/a" round-overs
with %o" shoulders

t/e" round-overs

13/sz" hole 2" deep f
1tle" from end =e  r r v t t t  g t t v  1 1 /

drilled on !:'"-
bottom face

after assembly

*Tro" groove
th" deep,
centered

E eruo

13/sz" hole 2" deep
drilled on bottom

face after assembly

flush at the end, where shown on Drawing
8a. Lay out the radii and the tenon shoul-
ders. Bandsaw and sand the rounded end,
and bandsaw the tenon to shape. Rout the
/s" round-overs.

f Retrieve the guardrail lower rail assem-
Erbly (H/O/R). Then form mortises in the
railing (U) and lower rail assembly, where
shown on Drawings 8 and 8b.

?To keep the railing (U) and rhe lower
tfrail assembly (H/O/R) aligned during
assembly, cut two 9ttAs"-long spacers. Then
glue and clamp the end slat (X) into the rail-
ing and lower rail assembly mortises, as
shown in Photo F. Now glue and clamp the
guardrail legs (C) to the railing/lower rail
assembly, as shown in Photo G.

lllFroma slat spacer blank (Y), cut a single-llong 
spacer to fit between the guardrail

leg (C) and the end slat (X), where shown on
Drawing 8. Glue and clamp it into the slat
retainer (R) groove. Then cut 11 slat spacers
2V+" long. Now install the spacers and short
slats (W) the same way you did when
installing the slats in the headboard. (Install
the last two slats before installing the last
six spacers. Cut the last two spacers to fit.)

50

t/e" round-overs

*7/16"

\rs/r0",

Assemble a pair of ends
I Glue and clamp the end lower rail trim
f (P) to the bottom edge of the end lower

rails (I), flush at the ends and inside face,
where shown on Drawings 9 and 9a. Glue

t3/ez" hole / _
2" deep Oritted' 

---1 
(

after a5sembly 3/a'

and clamp the panel retainers (S) to the top
edges of the lower rails and the bottom
edges of the end upper rails (K).

)From the panel spacer blank (Z), cut
Ereight spacers 2s/s" long, and glue and
clamp them into the panel retainer (S)
grooves, flush with the ends. Then chuck a
t3/zz" brad-point bit into your drill press,
and drill cross-dowel holes in the bottom
edges of the lower and upper rail assem-
blies (I/P/SIZ,KI S/Z), where dimensioned
on Drawings 9 and 9a.

s/sz" hole
2e/+" deep

s/sz" hole
2a/a" deep drilled
after assembly lnside

face
t/e" round-over

with a
%o" shoulder

/+" round-over

With the railing (U) and lower rait (H/O/R)
held parallel by spacers, check the tenon
shoulder alignment with a straightedge.

Capturing the railing (U) and lower rail
(H/O/R) tenons in the guardrait teg (C)
mort ises, glue and clamp them in place.

I  lTu"
I

e/sz" hole
2s/c" deep
3/q"
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1/t'\ 
.s7o,,----L{ 

l, /

ll 
' 

l---

E ontulNc GUTDE

s/sz" hole
2s/+" deep

E aeo RAIL ASSEMBLY

-..l-<

I
71/2"

Cross Oo*"r" J

11/z
t"/+-=----\:

o,o1 i
use jig for r.

hole location.

QGlue and clamp the end caps (F) to the
tJend upper rails (K), flush at the ends and
offset as dimensioned on Drawing 9a. Then,
from a cove blank (G), cut two coves to the
same length as the end upper rails, and glue
and clamp them in place. Finish-sand the
end lower and upper rail assemblies.

/lGhue and clamp the panel edging (T) to
tlthe end panels (N). Center the trim top
to bottom, where shown on Drawing 9.
Finish-sand the edging. Now assemble the
ends, as shown in Photo H.

ETo drrll ehz" connector-bolt holes that
tJintersect the cross-dowel holes in the
end lower rails (I), first build the drilling
guide shown on Drawing 10. Then drill
holes in both ends of the rails, as shown in
Photo l. The connector-bolt holes in the end
upper rails (K) will be drilled later.

Assemble the bed rails
I Glue and clamp the bed rail trim (Q) to
I the bed rails (L). flush at the ends and

inside faces, where shown on Drawings 11
and 11a. Then chuck a t3/32" brad-point drill
bit into your drill press, and drill cross-

Squeeze glue into the end lower rail (llPlS/
Z) and end upper rail (FlGlKlSlZl grooves,
and clamp the panel (N/T) in place.

woodmagazine.corn

t3/sz" hole 2" deep dril led on
bottom face after assembly

Tsz" holes 2a/q" deep

Cross dowel ----/'

dowel holes in the top and bottom edges at
both ends, where dimensioned.

!) Clamp the drilling guide to the ends of
hthe bed rails (L) with the bottom edge of
the guide against the top edge of the lower
bed rail trim (Q). Then drill connector-bolt
holes in the ends of the bed rails. The upper
holes will be drilled later.
4DCut the cleats (AA) and cross rails (BB)
Oto size. Glue and clamp the cleats to the
bed rails, flush at the bottom, where shown
on Drawings 11 and 11a. Then drill screw
holes where shown. and drive the screws.
Now drill r3Zz" cross-dowel holes into the
cleats. Finish-sand the bed rail trim (Q),
cleats, and cross rails.'

Apply the finish
Examine all the parts, and finish-sand
where needed. Apply two coats of clear fin-
ish. (We applied two coats of water-based
polyurethane, sanding with 220-grit sand-
paper between coats.)

With the dri l l ing guide against the lower rai l
tr im (P) and clamped to the lower rai l  ( l ) ,
drif f a s/sz" hole 2s/q" deep.

llH eeo RAIL ASSEMBLY END vtEW
t/a" round-over

't3/sz" hole
2" deep dri l led
after assembly

Tee" holes
2e/q" deep

drilled after s/sz" hole
2s/q" deep

dril led after
assembly 11/+".

assembly

3/8ttL<-

r3lse" holes 2" deep drilled after assembly

Assemble the crib
I To assemble the crib, insert cross dowels
I into the holes in the bottom edges of the

end lower rails (I), where shown on Draw-
ing 12. Slide 4z/a"-long connector bolts
through the bottom outside holes in the
headboard legs (A) and footboard legs (B),
into the holes in the ends of the end lower
rails, and thread them into the cross dowels,
where shown on Drawing 12a. To hold the
cross dowels in place during assembly, see
the Shop Tip on page 52.

{) Align the ends so the bottom and top
Arails (I, K) are parallel to the edges of
the legs (A, B), and clamp them in place.
Mark the locations of the upper connector-
bolt holes on the ends of the end upper rails
(K), as shown in Photo J. Then pivot the

3/q'

L 11/z

_.1

7se" shank hole, countersunk, with
a mating 7/aq" pilol hole /2" deeP

3u #gx2,,g g!-//"4
wood screw cross dowel
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ends clear of the legs, enlarge the holes in
the rails to e/32", and extend them to the 23/q"
finished depth. Now insert cross dowels into
the upper rail holes, and secure the upper
rails to the legs with con-
nector bolts. Plug the two
unused lower outside
holes in each leg with 2"
connector bolts and bolt
caps, where shown on
Drawing 12.

QRotate the adjustable
lJmattress support han-
dles into upright position,
and lower the support
into the crib. Fasten the
support at the desired
height with a hexhead
bolt inserted through the
hole in each handle and
threaded into the threaded
insert in one of the legs
(A, B).Place the mattress
on the support.

Using the leg (A) upper connector-bolt  hole
as a guide, mark the hole location on the
end upper rai l  (K)with a %" dri l l  bi t .

IDH corrrNEcroR BoLT DETATL

lEcnta

HEADBOARD

t/q-20 connector bolt
4sla" long -\ \

\ \
Mattress
suppon

Adjustable mattress
.....support handle

g/sz" hole
2s/q" deep

Bolt cap

Cross
dowels G.

lo::

Bolt cap

@
T

z
I
:

l

r@
'1/+" hr
/,

l i

r le

1/,

ton,
t

43/a

.---- (s)-

n

I U s/ez" hole
^-^__ 2s/a" deep
UIOSS =- (
dowel \\r---=ffi

L I

l{-

l'
I

63/q'

,/lll

PJ /
13/ez" hole
2" deep

I
I
I

-4 1't/2"

'4-20

nector
bolt
" long

From crib to toddler bed
Remove the crib mattress and the mattress
support bolts from the footboard threaded
inserts. Then remove the connector bolts
that fasten the footboard to the ends. Retrieve
the guardrail and fasten it to the ends with
connector bolts and cross dowels, where
shown on Drawing 13. If necessary, relocate
the mattress support to the lowest position,
and bolt it to the headboard legs (A) and
guardrail legs (C).

A sticky solution for positioning the cross dowels
when install ing cross dowels, using a screwdriver to align them with a
connector bolt can be downright frustrating. And that's just when inserting them
from the bottom. When inserted from the top, a screwdriver can't l i ft the cross
dowel off the bottom of the hole. Here's a hassle-free way to position the cross
dowels when joining the headboard, footboard, and guardrail to the end rails
and bed rails with connector bolts.

_ cut a 6"-long piece of 3/8" dowel, and draw a straight l ine along the length.
Then adhere a small ball of adhesive putty (such as Sticky Tack-or Tac'N Stick)
to one end, and press the cross dowel into it. Orient the cross dowel so the l ine
on the dowel faces out when the cross-dowel hole aligns with the connector-bolt
hole, as shown at right. Now, when you insert the cross dowel into the rail, this
temporary handle makes it easy to align the threaded hole in the cross dowel
with the connector bolt.

CRIB MATTRESS
(28 x 52")

1/q-20
connector bolt

2" long
t/a" hexhead bolt

t/q-20 connector bolts 2" long
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^
l.

Y4-20

ErooolER BED

HEADBOARD

connector
bolt

4/a" long

t
th-20

connector
bolt

2" long
Bolt cap

Mattress
support

Cross
dowels

GUARDRAIL

7ge" shank hole, countersunk, with a
mating t/aq" Pilol hole 7+" deeP

t/q-20 connector bolts

Cross dowels

Adjustable mattress
support handle

from toddler
to full bed
I Remove the crib
I mattress. Unboltand

remove the mattress
support. Then remove
the connector bolts and
cross dowels that hold
the guardrail to the ends
and the ends to the
headboard. Retrieve the
bed rails (L/Q) and
footboard. Now insert
cross dowels into the
bottom holes in the bed
rails and fasten them to
the headboard and foot-
board with connector
bolts inserted through
the lower outside holes
in the legs, where shown
on Drawing 14.

E ruu--stzE BED

Bolt ca

t/q-20 connector bolt
4s/q" long

HEADBOARD

jl Align the bed rails (L/Q) so they are
hparallel to the edges of the legs, and
clamp them in place. Then using the leg
holes adjacent to and above the connector
bolts as guides, drill Vq" holes into the
cleats (AA) and bed rails (L). Disassemble
the rails, headboard, and footboard.

woodmagazine.com

Enlarge the rail holes to e/tz" and extend
them to the 2z/q" finished depth. Now reas-
semble the parts with connector bolts and
cross dowels. Plug the unused holes in the
legs with connector bolts and bolt caps.

QClamp the cross rails (BB) to the cleats
rr(AA), where dimensioned on Drawing
14. Then drill screw holes through the

Bolt caps

th-20
connector bolts

44+" long
FOOTBOARD

cross rails and into the cleats, and drive
the screws. Place a full box spring and
mattress on the cross rails. Now take a few
minutes to test the mattress for comfort.
You've earned it. |l

Written by Jan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

t/c-20 connector bolts
4Va" long

rh-20 connector bolt
2" long

2" long

#8 x 11/2 '  F.H.
l------/ wood screw

Cross dowel---\ I
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A* headboard legs 2Vq" 23/q" 395/s" LM 2

3/qx71/a x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/q x71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd. ft.)

B

3/qx71/+ x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/q x71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd. ft.)
*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.

e/q x 48 x 96" Maple plywood

B* footboard legs 21/4' 23/4u 36s/e" LM

C* guardrail legs 21/4u 23/4' 365/a' LM

D* headboard cap Tq" 23/cu 581/a' LM

E footboard cap 3/t' 23/a" 571/a' M

F end caps 3/q, 21/q' 263/a'

G* cove blanks 1/z' 1/z'

H lower rails 3/q" 6" 531/a' MP

I end lower rails 3/cu 6u 26e/+" MP

M

60"

, foohoard
" uDoer rail

3An 31/q' 531/a' MP

{

{
q

{
EK end upper rails 3/q, 21/cu 263/q' MP

L bed rails 3/q' 71/2" 78" MP

r,* headboardrvr uooer rail
3/+" 91/a" 531/e' MP

N* end panels t7/ra" 21r/2" 2O3/q' LMP 2

0 lower railtrim 3/q, 15/.ta,' 511/a' M

D end' lower railtrim
3/q, 15/e,' 263/q'

Q bed railtrim 3/+" |s/ta" 78" M

R slat retainers 3/+, 11/a' 511/e' M
I
I

I
I

tS panel retainers 3/t" 11/a' 26%"

T panel edging 5/a' s/a' 20' M

U railing 3/q' 3" 25',
t
t

' l

{
t)

V long slats 3/e" 11/2" 2011/16" M

W shortslats 3/a, 11/z' 103/a'

X end slat 3/a' 11/2', 117/a'

v slatspacer' blanks
3/a. 1/z' 48',

Z flm?sPacer 3/au f,/.,u" 24'
M cleats s/q' 21/a" 78'

BB cross rails 3/t" 3" 543/a"
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
tOombined thickness of two pieces of t/i plywood.

Materials key: LM-laminated maple, MP-maple plywood,
LMP-laminated maple plywood, M-maple, P-poplar.
Supplies: #8x11/2", #8x2" flathead wood screws.
Blade and bitsl Stack dado set; 1/8" ,1/4" , and t/2" round-over
router bits; %" cove router bit; flush-trim router bit; 1/4",e/sz",
3/a", and t%2" brad-point drill bits; %" plug cutter.

Source
Hardware kit.1/q-20 connector bolts 4%' long (12), and 2'
long (8); bolt caps (8); cross dowels (8); tZ' hexhead bolts
t/2" long (4);1/+20 threaded inserts (18); mattress suppon.
USA kit no. HWK895, $38; Canada kit no. HWK895C, $49.
(Difference due to mattress support code requirements.)
Shipping costs vary based on your location. Call Products
America at 800/205-9642, or go to productsamerica.com.
Note: Due to volatile commodity prices and shipping costs,
prices listed are good until December 31, 2006. After this
date, please call for a current price. Shipping charge will be
quoled at time of order.

Find more
plans at our index
to past articles

3/qx71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/q x71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/+x71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/ax71/a x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

V V VV
3/qx71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/qx71/+ x 96" Maple (5.3

s/txSt/z x 96" Poplar (a bd. f t .)  (4 needed)

1/q x 48 x 48" Maple plywood
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designer's notebook

fult-size
baby crib
safety
A crib is a wonderful gift.
Here are l0 features that
make it a safe one.

efore you design your own baby
crib, modify an existing plan, or
even go shopping for one, make

sure you know the requirements. The U.S.
Consumer Products Safety Commission
defines a full-size baby crib as a bed with
i nterior di men sion s of 52(+s/g) x28 (+ s/sS"
designed to provide a place to sleep for an
infant in or around the home. For a look at
the full-size baby crib requirements, go to
the CPSC Web site at cpsc.gov. Type "16
C.F.R. Part 1508" in the search window.
Click on "Regulatory Summary Full Size
Cribs." You'll need the free Adobe Reader
to view the document.

To make it easier to understand these
standards, we've distilled l0 key points:

@ Co.n"r post extensions above a top rail i
must be less than t/to" or greater than 16".
@ fft. tops of fixed upp". rails or
adjustable rails at the highest position must
be at least 26" above the top of the mattress
support in the lowest position.

@ fne tops of fixed upper rails or
adjustable rails at the lowest position must
be at least 9" above the mattress support at
the hiehest position.

@ fh. space between adjacent parts, such
as slats, spindles, corner posts, and rods,
must not exceed23/s".

@ Locking devices for adjustable rails
require two distinct actions or a minimum
of l0 pounds of force for release.

@ Wooa screws may nor be used to
connect any parts that must be removed
during normal disassembly.

O ft eliminate toeholds for climbing,
horizontal projections inside the crib less

than 20" above the mattress support in the
lowest position may not exceed./s".

@ fnir. must be no gap berween rhe
bottom of lower end and side rails and the
top surface of the mattress support.

@ Because decorative curouii in crib
panels create the risk of head or neck

W%t

Connector bolt and
cross dowelfastener

entrapment, they should be eliminated
from a crib's desien.

@ fne crib matiress musr fit snugly, with
no visible gap within the crib sides to
prevent any entrapment of body parts. I
Written by Jan Svec with Jeff Mertz
ll lustration: Roxanne LeMoine
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Ever wonder if pocket-hole
screws out-hold biscuits?
Or if deeper dadoes
yield stronger joints? We
destroyed nearly I00 joints
to discover these and other
joinery secrets.

nce projects leave your shop, you
can't predict their fate. Kids may
climb on them. Maybe thev'll

endure a rough-and-tumble cross-country
ride in the back of a bouncing truck, or
groan from being overstuffed with books
for decades. Building projects with extra-
strong joints isn't just good craftsmanship,
it's a commonsense precaution.
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To discover what holds up
best, we made samples of
joints commonly used in
WO O D a magazine projects :
rabbets and dadoes; mortise-
and-tenons; butt joints; and
miters made with and with-
out reinforcements such as
screws, biscuits, dowels, and
pockethole screws. Then we
took them to Iowa State
University's Structural Mate-
rials Testing Facility, home
to a materials testing machine
that can apply thousands of
pounds of force while mea-
suring that force to within
+1 pound.

There, we tested each joint
for two kinds of strength: the
ability to resist being pulled
apart and "shear strength,"

r i l
f

rfi

**'- -_: --th
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the ability to resist being pushed out of 90o
angles. Some joints met a quick and quiet
end after just a hint of force; others failed
only after long, loud crackles as their fibers
were ripped in half from tons of force.
(Watch afreevideo of the joints breaking at
woodmagazi ne.corn/jointtest.)

After testing three samples of each joint,
we averaged the results, analyzed the dam-
age for weaknesses, and uncovered a few
surprises, such as the 2Vz-ton pull-apart
strength of some mortise-and-tenon joints.

Don't mistake a low score for a weak
joint, though. Even unreinforced miters can

hold a picture frame together under normal,
stress-free use for as long as the strongest
mortise-and-tenon joint. But when the
going gets rough, our tests show which
joints will help your projects survive to
become heirlooms.

Now. it's crunch time.

Dadoes and rabbets
Herets what we tested: Using 3/i'birch

plywood, we measured pull-apart and shear
strengths of W' and3/s" dadoes, plus /s"-
deep dadoes with three l/y'' screws. Then
we comparedr/2"-deep rabbets in lltli'-wide
samples with three versus six screws.

Test findings and lessons
I FINDING: Dado pull-apart strength
has less to do with depth than the orienta-
tion of the ply at the dado bottom. The 3/4"

ffi dadoes averaged 17 percent less pull-apart
p strength than Vq" dadoes. ITESSON: To

strengthen dadoes, cut to the center of a ply
that runs parallel with the surface grain.
I FINDING: Deepening dadoes from

'ffi-Vo" to 3/s" increased sheer strength 37 per-

H cent. LESSON: Increasing dado depth
adds greater mechanical ability to resist
shear stress, especially when cut to a ply
running parallel with the surface grain.
t FINDING: Few pull-apart test samples
showed a strong bond between the plywood

16'1 faces and the dado sides as shown at right.
E f,nSSON: Avoid squeeze-out by minimiz-

ing glue on the sides of a dado.
I fifOntC: Screwing 

' 
through joints

6;;i adds little to the shear strength of t/d'-deep
p dadoes. ITESSON: Screws still keep the

joint from failing completely should it crack.

Though shallower than the {a"-deep dado shown at the top, the 
'r/c"-deep 

dado had more
pull-apart strength because it connected with a ply running parallel to the surface grain.
The bottom of the deeper dado rested on a ply running perpendicular to the grain. However,
the higher sides of the a/a"-deep dado increased its shear strength.

Screws added sheer strength toVa" dadoes, but not as much as
making the dado 50 percent deeper.

woodrnagazine.com

Doubling the number of screws weakened the wood enough to make
the joint slightly easier to break.
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I FINDING: Some dadoes withstood I FINDING: Doubling
more than 1,100 pounds of pull-apart force, the number of screws from
but failed with just 140 pounds of shearing three at 4t/i' apart ro six at
force. LEssoN: Bookcase back panels l-zs" actually weakened rab-
relieve shear stress. 55bet joints, as shown at right.
I rrNDrNG: Yellow glue outlasted tne pr.rssoN: "More" doesn't
surrounding wood-occasionally even on always equal "better" when
end grain-but it 's not made to fi l l  gaps. onlyacoupleofpliesremain
LEssoN: Fit joints as tightly as you can beneath rhe rabber. This
by hand to add mechanical resistance to joint's real strength lies in its
movement and increase glue bond strength. glue bond.

Six screws pulled
off a ply running
perpendicular to the
surface grain.

Doubling the number of screws reduced the shear strength
of aVz"-deep rabbet in3/e" plywood, including this sample.
In pul l-apart tests, the strength of a rabbet with six screws
averaged only sl ightly higher than samples with three.

Mortise-and-tenon j oints
Herets what we tested: First, we com-
pared the pull-apart and shear strengths of a
t/+x13/+x1" tenon in red oak with tenons
t/+xl3/+xlth.", t/+x23/+x1", and | /+x23/+x | | /2", all
in /+"-thick stock. We also compared these
with t/+xltAxlth." tenons reinforced by two
/s" dowels.

Test findings and lessons
m I FINDING: A renon's width adds more

$ strength than its length. LESSON: If you
typically cut tenon cheeks the same depth
on all four sides, widen the tenons by reduc-
ing the inset from the edges. Cutting just
t/ra" from the workpiece edges still produces
a uniform look around the joint line.
I FINDING: In joints with the same size
tenons, those with dowel pins were slightly

61 weaker in both pull-apart and shear strength.
g LESSON: Though decorative, dowel pins

added no strength to the mortise-and-tenon
joints we tested. If you want dowels for
appearance, lengthen the tenon or cut a
through-tenon to surround dowels with
more wood for added strength.
I FINDING: The shear-srrengrh charr
above right, shows the pressure at which the
joint failed completely. But we also observed
a lower-pressure "breaking point" when the
shoulder of the tenon separated from the
edge of the mortised piece. On most shear-
test samples, the glued tenon outlasted the

m) surrounding mortise, as shown at right.
g LESSON: Gluing tenon shoulders ro rhe

edges of the mortise adds little but an oppor-
tunity for glue squeeze-out.
I FINDING: Ragged surfaces with bro-
ken wood fibers reduce a mortise-and-tenon
joint's strength. Smooth mortise sides and
tenon face cheeks produce a tighter fit for
the kind of strength that makes the glue
joint stronger than the surrounding wood.

60

For workbenches, tables, and shelves that have to resist side-to-side movement in dai ly
use or when being moved and handled, nothing beats mort ise-and-tenon joints. Increasing
the tenon width 57 percent more than doubled the joint strength.

iiii;
A wider,

iin"
qfY:

tenon putishwaV
theradjoining wood
jof the mortise.

pulls

- t t r m l

Making a tenon wider, but not as long, nearly doubled the shear strength of the mort ise-
and-tenon joint on the right versus the narrower tenon on the /eft.
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Longer tenons didn't always produce a stronger joint in our tests. Wider tenons
outperformed the narrower ones, and dowel pins reduced pull-apart and shear strength.

iffii
g LESSON: If your dado blade or bandsaw

leaves a rough face cheek, consider cutting
tenons slightly oversize and sanding or
planing them to fit the mortise.
I FINDING : The 23/+xlVz" tenon samples

ffi.endured an average 2J39 pounds of shear
p force. ITESSON: If that seems like joinery

overkill, remember that we applied force
gradually. Abrupt sideways force from
working a plane on a bench or pushing a
kitchen table sideways during a move-6\
stresses a joint more than gradual pressure. pproblems. LESSON: Ontenonsthatexceed
I FINDING: Wide tenons proved strong, 4" wide, cutaVa"-wide notch at the center to
but there's a limit to tenon width before compensate for wood expansion.
wood movement differences between grain I FINDING: Few tenons broke in any of
orientations of the mortise and tenon create the test samples, like those shown below.

In mortise-and-tenon joint shear tests, a
1"-thick steel plate with a rounded edge
presses down on the tenoned piece 3" from
the mortised piece.

f n pull-apart tests, a joint with a 23/cx1yz"
tenon withstood more than two tons of
force before the mortised piece tore in half.

ifr)
VITESSON: The "rule of thirds" works.

Divide the width of your workpieces into
thirds to lay out your joint. If necessary, you
can fudge your mortise width slightly to suit
your machinery or hand tools.

During th6 mortis€-and-t€non pull-apart tests, no samples failed as a result ol glu€ failur€. Samplss either broke in haf (reft), crackod the
stile pioce lengthwise (center), or a combination of both (nght).
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Butt joints and miters
Here's what we tested: We compared
unreinforced butt joints rn 3A" red oak with
those strengthened by two 3/s" dowels, two
pocket-hole screws, or one #0 biscuit. Next,
we tested unreinforced miters against those
with one #0 biscuit.

Test findings and lessons
I FINDING: Unreinforced butt joints
last longer than you'd think. Ours averaged
173 pounds of shearing force before break-

m ing, even better than the shear strength in
p our r/q"-deep dado test. LESSON: When

they fail, unreinforced butt joints break sud-
denly and completely, unlike joints rein-
forced with dowels or pocket-hole screws.
I FINDING: In one pull-apart rest, a
butt joint reinforced with pocket-hole screws

6n was strong enough to split the wood as the
p joint failed. LESSON: Nothing beats dow-

els for strength, but pocket-hole joinery
comes close and saves time.
I FINDING : In both pull-apart and shear

6tr tests of butt joints and miters, biscuits tore
p apart within their slots. LESSON: Biscuirs

were the least effective reinforcement. and
the biscuit slot exceeded the 2"-wide pieces
of our samples. Nevertheless, biscuits pro-
vide a quick way to reinforce joints that will
endure few shocks and strains, such as pic-
ture frames.

I

I

Pocket-hole screw
threads pulled
loose from the
edge of the stile
piece, but wood
around the holes
didn't break.

Pocket-hole screws doubled and dowels tripled the shear strength of butt joints. Even
adding a #0 biscuit (not shown) increased joint strength 46 percent over an unreinforced
butt joint's average shear strength of 123 pounds.

{

I
I
I

I
I
I

One dowelcame loose,
but the other broke in
half before releasing its

By creating an edge-grain gluing surface, dowels outpaced all other butt joint reinforcements in both pull-apart and shear tests.
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Even in 3/0" stock just 2" wide, there's
room for a #0 biscuit .  Adding the biscuit
increased pull-apart strength 62 percent,
but added no shear strength.

I FINDING: On our sample miters, the
#0 biscuit extended a maximum of /+" into

16 the wood and reduced the edge-to-edge glu-

V ing surface 13 percent. TESSON: Biscuits
increased miters' pull-apart strength by a
third, but didn't increase shear strength.

ffr I FINDING: Flaws in the wood can
p compromise the strongest joint. ITESSON:

Inspect the wood surface around the joint
for knots, checking, or discoloration that
can signal a concealed wood flaw. Then
check for flaws revealed during machining.
I FINDING: Unreinforced butt joints
failed at an average of 910 pounds in our
pull-apart test, less than half the strength of
doweled butt joints. That's because end

16 grain provides a poor gluing surface.
p I,USSON: Mix one part white or yellow

glue in two parts water and apply this to the
sanded ends to fill the grain. Allow the end
piece to dry before gluing the joint. tl

Written by Bob Wilson
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine and Tim Cahill
Sample joints prepared by Dean Fiene

woodrnagazine.com

Gomp.rre these head-to-head
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Do you have a favorite joint you want us
to test? Send your suggestions to bob.
wilson @ meredith.com or to Bob Wilson,
WOOD magazine, 1716 Locust St., LS-
221, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

See uideo
of joint torture

tests at
wood ma ga z i n e. co m/io i nttest
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or many woodworkers, the contest
to choose a finish ends in round one.
Whether it's polyurethane, Danish

oil, or spray lacquer, the winner never
changes. But the finish you like best may
not be the best one for your project, depend-
ing on its style and use.

All types of finishes have strengths and
weaknesses, and a strength in one situation
may become a weakness in another. For
example, do you want a finish that's thin
enough to apply fast a.nd easily, or one that
builds a thick, protective film in just a couple
of coats? Should it be water- and chemical-
resistant or easy to repair? Do you want a
surface you can rub out to an even sheen or
one that resists abrasion?

Clear finishes fall into six categories,
each with its own mix of characteristics.

Meet the six contenders
Drying oils, including boiled linseed oil
and pure tung oil, penetrate the wood sur-
face and react with oxygen to cure. Boiled
linseed oil contains drying agents that let it
cure overnight, but tung oil can take several
days. Tung oil, however, darkens less with

woodmagazine.corn

time. Beware: Some finishes with "tung oil"
in their name contain little or no real tung oil
as an ingredient.

Oil,/varnish mixes, such as Danish
oil, enhance grain while laying down a thin
film. Because of their oil content, oil/
varnish mixes also need to dry overnight.

Lacquer combines nitrocellulose solids
in a mixture of solvents to create a film fin-
ish that dries quickly and adds a faint amber
tint. For a clearer finish, use cellulose acetate
butyrate (CAB) lacquer. Unless you buy a
formula that dries slowly enough to brush
on, plan to spray most lacquers.

Water-based finish goes by many
names that may include the words "lacquer"
or "polyurethane," but most use acrylic or
acrylic/polyurethane resins in solvent and

water. By eliminating oil, and using acrylic
and other clear resins, water-based finishes
don't yellow as they age.

Wiping varnish, usually a type of
polyurethane, comes premixed, but you can
make your own by thinning regular varnish
with mineral spirits.

Polyurethane varnish mixes alkyd
and polyurethane resins with different types
of drying oils. Unlike an oil/varnish blend,
however, the ingredients are heated until
they combine. Reducing the ratio of oil to
resin creates a hard finish for indoor use.
Increasing the amount of oil makes the fin-
ish flexible enough to withstand wood
movement outdoors.

Now that you know the players, learn how
to get the most from them.

The durability dilemrna
On the following pages, we arranged these finish types with durabil ity increasing
from left to right. As durabil ity increases, though, ease of repairs decreases. For
example, lacquer offers little resistance to alcohol or water, but it's as easy to repair

as spraying on a fresh coat. Polyurethane varnish ranks tops in moisture and
chemical resistance, but repairing deep scratches requires stripping the old finish.
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Drying oils Oil/varnish mix Lacquer
Easy to apply.' Forget
about streaks, drips, and
brush marks. Just wipe on
boiled linseed oil with a
soft cloth or flood it on until
you've saturated the wood
surface. Then wipe off the
excess and let it drv over-

Goes on with a cloth:
Comparable to drying oils
for ease of application, these
mixtures also penetrate the
wood. The difference? They
leave an extremely thin, soft
surface film. As with oil,
soak the surface evenlv

night before recoating, or one week before before you wipe away the excess. When
applying a film finish. To avoid spontane- discarding rags, follow the same cautions as
ous combustion from finish in the oil-soaked for drying oils.
rags reacting with oxygen, hang or spread
them out to dry before discarding. Mininal protection, but easy to fix:

Adding varnish to these mixtures doesn't
Easily damaged, easily repaired,' significantly increase a project's abrasion,
Drying oil cures too soft and thin to protect moisture, or heat resistance compared with
against moisture vapor or abrasion. It also boiled linseed oil. But the very thin build
darkens with time as it continues to oxidize. makes oil/varnish blends easy to repair or
But the lack of a film build makes this the retouch. Just smooth over light damage with
easiest finish to repair: Simply apply another 280-grit sandpaper and apply a fresh coat.
coat of finish to damaged areas or when the
surface starts to show wear. Success secrets: Drying oils and var-

nishes are compatible with each other when
Success secrets: Reapply 

'oil 
where itr;gnixed, so you can create your own blend by

soaks in completely, but wipe away surplus\fflCombining equal parts of boiled linseed oil
surface oil or it will cure soft and gummy. If E and any oil-based varnish. Increase the
the oil warms after it goes on, watch for percentage of varnish to increase gloss,
"bleeding" from the wood pores, and wipe hardness, and moisture resistance. As with
away these droplets before the oil cures. This oil, flood the surface thoroughly and recoat
may need to be done more than once, so places where the mixture soaks in com-

. check it periodically. Should you later want a pletely. You even can use oil/varnish blend
more durable finish, oils still highlight grain as a lubricant while finish-sanding with
beneath a film finish. 600-grit or finer sandpaper, wiping away

the surplus.
Try it on carvings and objects you'll han-
dle infrequently where you want a natural, Try it on indoorprojects where you'llwant

-ffiUnfinished look. Also, apply it beneath a a soft, satin sheen, or a simple, rustic finish
pfilm finish to add an amber tone and to as on a simulated antique. Because it's easy: accent figured woods such as curly maple. to repair, you also can use it on shop-made

workbenches and on tools such as the dead-
But avoid it for any project that requires blow hammer shown above.
moisture or abrasion resistance, especially
outdoor projects. Oil provides almost no But avoid it for surfaces you'd rather pro-
surface protection and does little to block tect against wear and abrasion instead of
moisture vapor, making it a poor choice for constantly repairing the finish, as on dining
most furnishings you'll use every day. tables or chairs.
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Easy to spray, harder to
hrush: Whether sprayed from a
gun or an aerosol can, lacquer
lays down a smooth, dust-free :9,
finish that dries quickly. However,
high humidity can turn spray lac-
quer opaque, called "blushing."
Slower-drying "brushing" lac-
quers provide another, though ::.=x

trickier, way to apply lacquer. Both types
require a well-ventilated finishing area and
lacquer thinner for cleanup.

R ep ai r ability / du r ab ility.' Even old
coats of lacquer can be dissolved with lac-
quer thinner for easy stripping. Or simply_'5r_
spray on a fresh coat to partially dissolve theff
uppermost layer and cover minor scuffs and F

scratches without refinishing. Lacquer dries
to a hard surface that resists abrasion. mois-
ture, and solvents less than varnish.

Success secrets: Customize lacquer to
work in a variety of spray setups and cli-
mates by adding lacquer thinner to control
viscosity and retarders to slow the drying
speed. Don't have a spray gun? Aerosols
work just as well, although they're thinned
so much that more applications are needed.
Apply spray-on lacquer in low humidity to
avoid blushing. Lacquer's hardness makes it
easier than polyurethane varnish to sand and
then rub out the finish to a high shine. Avoid
contaminating the wood surface with sili-
cone-found in some lubricants and furni-
ture polishes-which can produce small
dimples in the surface, called fish eye.

Try it on all furnishings not subject to
moisture contact or rough handling. Use
CAB acrylic lacquer as a crystal-clear alter-
native to water-based finishes for a non-
yellowing film.

But avoid it for high-abuse projects such
as kids' toys and furnishings.

7 - f i' d i l
pd
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Water-based finish
Quick drying, quick
cleanup: Water-based
finish sprays or brushes
on easily, but it dries
quickly enough that you
have to work fast to avoid
brush marks. Water-based
finishes release fewer
odors than oil-based varnish or lacquer, but
still contain solvents. Apply them in well-
ventilated locations while wearing a respi-
rator. Soap and water take care of cleanup
before the finish dries.

Moderately durable, but a ptohlem
to patch: Water-based finishes won't
redissolve like lacquer or cure thin like an
oil/varnish mix, making them harder to
repair than lacquer or drying oils. Water-
based finishes compare to lacquer for dura-
bility, but deteriorate from chemicals such
as glass cleaners with ammonia, and from
constant contact with bare skin.

Try it on projects where you'd use oil-
based varnish but don't require its abrasion
and moisture resistance. The clarity of
water-based finishes makes them ideal for
light woods such as maple, where you want
to preserve the wood's natural color.

But avoid it for projects where you need
exceptional water and chemical resistance.

woodmagazine.com

,success secrefs.' To minimize grain- apply thick coats, which can run and drip.

-6,raising problems with water-based finishes,6;Premixed wiping varnishes save time, but

\Slfirst moisten the grain to raise it and gently$you'll save money by making your own.
€ sand away nibs before applying a sealer € Thin full-strength varnish 25-50 percent

coat. Water-based finishes dry slowly with mineral spirits until you achieve a bal-
enough to form runs, so apply light coats ance of smoothness and thickness. You can
and sand lightly between coats with22}-grit use polyurethane, but an alkyd-resin varnish
abrasive. Avoid rebrushing freshly applied also will work. Despite the name, you can
finish, which can leave streaks and bubbles. brush on wiping varnish, although that
Also, apply water-based finish when the works best on horizontal surfaces, where it
temperature is 60-90o F and the humidity is won't run or drip.
50 percent or less.

Try it on any project where you would use
full-strength varnish but have the luxury of
time to apply several coats. It's especially
useful for reaching into nooks and crannies
on carvings or routed profiles.

But avoid it for surfaces that must be easy
to repair. Like full-strength varnish, it will
also add an amber or yellow cast to light
woods, including pine and maple.

Wiping varnish

il,tt,",Ft' ffimarks and dust nibs.. vou jf* g

*iff ll't'ff'TT J-xl ?f, : =*-- = t
ishes in thin coats. Using a rag instead of a
brush eliminates cleanup. The downside:
You'Il need to apply at least two coats of
wipe-on varnish to equal one coat of full-
strength varnish.

IWore coats equal more durability:
Although each coat of wipe-on varnish goes
on thin, the film it leaves complicates repairs
as much as unthinned varnishr Sand and
recoat light scuffs and scratches. For deep
scratches-especially on stained wood-
strip and refinish the zurface. Allow finish-
soaked rags to dry before discarding them.

.Success secrets: Avoid the temptation to

overspray sticks to everything. Polyure-
thane's abrasion resistance makes it difficult
to rub out, and cleanup requires using min-
eral spirits.

trtcky to apply, hut difficult to
damage; !.{othing short of chemical strip-
pers or aggressive sanding will remove
polyurethane, but that also helps it survive
w€ar, moisture, and chemical damage in the
first place. Plus, polyurethane's heat resis-
tance makes it a sound choice for projects
such,as this cassemte carriefn,shown above
andonpage,4A, 

', 
,, i , ' ,  

t i ,

Success secrefs; Despite what it says on
the label, polyurethane can be thinned 5;10
percent with mineral spirits until it brushes6r_
on smoothly and dries slowly enough forp
bubbles to pop and brush marks to level out. =

More so than with any other finish shown
here, success depends on applying poly to a
clean surface in a dust-free environment.

Brushwithcare: Slow-
drying full-strength poly-
urethane has a frustrating
knack for catching dust
nibs and, when applied too
thickly, running and drip-
ping. It's better brushed
than sprayed because

Try it on any project where you want high
wear resistance. Choose it for projects that
will take the most daily abuse such as
kitchen tables, chairs, and kids' toys.

But avoid it for furnishings you'llrub out
to a high-gloss shine, or projects where easy
repairs are essential. It's also less convenient
to apply than spray lacquer or even wiping
varnish for display pieces such as a mantel
clock or decorative box. 'l

By Bob Wilson with Bob Flexner
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jewelry

I Overall dimensions are 8" wide x 8"
deep x 4t/e" high.
I We used traditional quartersawn
white oak for this Arts & Crafts-style
project. Cherry, walnut, or mahogany
also makes a good choice.
I For tile/hardware and wood kits, see
Sources on page 72.

ere's a project you'll enjoy building
and-even more-presenting to
someone special. The case assem-

bles with straightforward rabbet-and-groove
joinery, and you easily can shape the bev-

68

eled lid with tile-holding rabbet using your
tablesaw. You can select from the four tile
designs shown in the sidebar 'About the
ceramic tiles" on page 72. Or, you can
showcase a different item, such as a photo or
stained glass, by modifying the rabbet size
and width of the lid sides, as needed.

Start with the case
I From 32" stock planed to t/z" thick, cut
I the front and back (A) and sides (B) to

the sizes listed in the Materials List. Then,
from3A" stock resawn or planed to Vq" thick,
cut the bottom (C) to size.

)Cutat/2" rabbetVt" deep across each end
frof the front and back (A) on the inside

Brass stop hinges hold the l id open for
convenient box access.
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7er" shank hole, countersunk on bottom

%0" chamfer

#4xVe" brass F.H. wood screw

t/a" chamfer

1V+'

E nrpprruc rHE LEG BLANK FoR GRATN-wRAPPED PARTS

VtaxVe" angled rabbet

'?!'>--

Vqx2" brass stop hinge

(We did not glue the bottom in the case to
allow for expansion and contraction.)

Add the legs and feet
I From 3/c" stock planed to 3/s" thick, cut
I a 2Vzxl4" blank to form the legs (D).

To create grain-wrapped leg pairs, bevel-
rip two ltla"-wide strips from the blank,
using the two-step process shown on
Drawing 2. Identify the top end of each
strip to ensure correct orientation for grain
wrapping. Then, starting at the marked
end, crosscut four 3"-long legs from each
strip, pairing the mating pieces together.
With the ends flush, glue the pairs tight
together, as shown in Photo A.

E roor LocATtoN DETATL
(Viewed from top)

Place each pair of legs on masking tape. Ap-
ply glue to the beveled edges. Then fold and
tape the pieces together with the ioint tight.

!)Sand the assembled legs (D) smooth.
(rThen glue and clamp them to the case,
keeping the ends flush with the top and bot-
tom edges ofthe case.

From 3/a" stock planed to 3/s" thick, cut
a l3/qxS" blank for the feet (E). Using a

\ 3:;3s

iljffi
m edge

Step 1 Bevel-rip a 1tle"-wide
strip from the blank.

L
Vau

45.

(

ffih::r\r

Step 2 Rip a second 1tla"-wide
from the remaining blar

Outside face

Waste

strip
k.

re
face, where shown on Drawing 1. Then cut
a W' groove V+" deep Vz" from the bottom
edges of the front, back, and sides (A, B)
on the inside faces to fit the bottom (C).

{lMark the centers and ends of the arches
tlon the front and back (A) and sides (B),
where dimensioned on Drawing 1, noting
that the arches arc 3/l' from the ends of the
front and back and t/2" from the ends of
the sides. Draw the arches using a fairing
stick. (For a free fairing stick plan, go to
woodmaga zine.comlfairing.) Bandsaw and
drum-sand the arches to shape.

,,[ Sand the front and back (A), sides (B),
'fandbottom (C) to220 grit. Then glue and
clamp theparts together, checking for square.

rvood.magazine.corn

E r-ro sEcloN vtEw

l't6"

s/s" pilot hole Va't deep

2" notch
t/a" deep

1

t/a" groove th" deep
lz" ftom bottom edge
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Holding each foot (E) with a clamp for safety
and keeping the foot flat on the table, com-
plete the chamfered edges on the top face.

45" chamfer bit in your table-mounted
router, rout a V+" chamfer across the ends
and then edges of the blank on the top face,
where shown on Drawing 1. Crosscut four
I3/q"-longfeet from the blank. Then chamfer
the remaining ends on each foot, as shown
in Photo B. Sand the feet smooth.

ATo attach the feet (E) to the case, cut a
a7la"-square spacer from 3/4" scrap.
Adhere the bottom face of each foot to a
corner of the spacer with double-faced tape,
as shown in Photo C. Apply glue ro the top
face of each foot. Now center and clamp the
case to the feet with the legs (D) locatedtAo"
from the chamfered edges of the feet, where
dimensioned on Drawing la.

Now let's head for the lid
I From 32" stock planed to 3/e" thick, cut
I the hinge support (F) to size'to fit snugly

between the back legs (D), where shown on
Drawings 1 and 3. Lay out a 2" notch Va"
deep at each end of the support at the top
edge to fit3/4x2" brass stop hinges. Bandsaw
the notches. Sand the support smooth, and
set it aside.

)From your best piece of flecked 3/q"
Etstock, cut a 2Vzx35" blank for the lid
sides (G). To form a l2o beveled face on the
blank (without losing the flecking) and
angled 3/roxs/e" rabbet to receive the ceramic
tile, where dimensioned on Drawings 1 and
1b, see the sidebar "How to machine the
beveled lid and preserve the prized fleck-
ing," opposite page.

2To complete the lid, rout a rAo" chamfer
tf along the bottom front edge of the blank.
Then miter-cut the 8"-long lid sides (G)
from the blank. Glue and assemble the lid,
as shown in Photo D.

lllFrom 32" stock resawn or planed to Vq"'fthick, 
cut the tile retainer (H) to size.

Rout a t/re" chamfer around the retainer on

70

With the feet (E) double-face-taped to the
spacer and the edges aligned, glue and
clamp the case, centered, to the feet.

E rnorur AND BAcK
(lnside face shown)

2" notch
1/a" deeo

in part@for
stop hinge

Location of part
on outside face

of back@

lz" rabbel
1/4" deep

E secrroN vtEW

the bottom face, where shown on Drawings
1 and 4. Sand smooth.

Rllo mount the tile retainer, centered, to
rrthe lid, where dimensioned on Drawing 4,
cut two lz/sx4" spacers from V+" hardboard.
Adhere the spacers to the bottom of the lid,

Apply glue to the mitered ends of the lid
sides (G). Then assemble the lid, wrapping it
with masking tape to draw the joints tight.

_--] '/2

77/B'

flush with the edges, using double-faced
tape, as shown in Photo E. Then position the
tile retainer tight against the spacers. Drill
mounting holes through the retainer and
into the lid, where shown on Drawings I
and 4. Drive #4xs/s" steel flathead wood

6Yz'

4 x 4" paper towel
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Position the tile retainer (H) tight against the
spacers on the lid (G). Drill mounting holes
r/q" from the edges of the retainer.

screws to prethread the holes. (This avoids
breaking the softer brass screws that you'll
install for final assembly.)

APosition a3/qx2" brass stop hinge in a
lJnotch in the hinge support (F), flush
with the inside face and end. Using a self-

Center the hinge support (F) side-to-side on
the lid (G)with the hinges tight against the
spacer. Drillthe mounting holes in the lid.

centering bit, drill pilot holes for the
screws supplied with the hinges. Prethread
the holes using #3xt/s" steelflathead wood
screws, and then replace the screws with
brass screws. Repeat to mount the remain-
ing hinge.

Place pieces of paper towel on the back of
the tile, as needed, to keep it centered and
snug with the tile retainer (H) in position.

4To mount the lid/tile retainer (G/H),
I centered, on the case, cut a s/ax7W'

spacer from W' hardboard. Position the
spacer against the back edge of the tile
retainer (H), as shown in Photo F. Apply
double-faced tape to the bottom of each free

How to machine the beveled lid and preserve the prized flecking
lf you cut the 12o bevel for the lid (G) on the best face of your
quartersawn stock, you may lose the treasured ray flecking. To
prevent this, simply cut the bevel on the bottom face (which, when

flat, leaves the top angled) and resquare the edges. Here's how to
do this and machine the angled s/taxs/e" rabbet to fit the ceramic
ti le, where dimensioned on Drawings 1 and 1b.

STEP I With the best face of as/+x21/2x35"
blank for the lid sides (G) against the fence,
bevel-rip the blank at12".

STEP 4 Cut a /l0"-deep kert s/e" from the
bottom face of the blank along the wide
edge to form an angled rabbet for the tile.

STEP 2 Return the blade to 90'and reposi-
tion the fence 2s/te" from the blade. With the
best face of the blank up, rip the wide edge.

STEP 5 Gomplete the angled rabbet by
making a 6' bevel cut 7a" deep 2" from the
narrow edge of the blank.

STEP 3 To square the opposite edge, rotate
the blank end to end. Reposition the fence
2rh" lrom the blade, and rip the blank.

STEP 6 Check that each edge of the tile
fits into the rabbet. lf needed, increase the
depth of the rabbet using a sanding block.



About the
ceramic tiles
The decorative tiles used for this
project are handcrafted by Motawi
Tileworks of Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Using an ancient process known
as basin style, small raised lines of
clay form pockets that pool the
multicolor glazes. Because they're
handmade, the tiles cost more
than factory-produced tiles but
offer unique colors, textures, and
designs. As noted in Sources, you
can choose from the four designs
shown. To learn more about the
tiles, go to motawi.com.

hinge leaf on the hinge support (F). Then,
with the hinge support centered side-to-side
on the lid (G) and the hinge leaves right
against the spacer, press the hinges firmly to
adhere them to the lid. Drill the mounting
holes, as shown, and prethread the holes
with steel screws. Remove the hinges from
the lid and support, and peel off the tape.
Also remove the tile retainer.

flGlue and clamp the hinge support (F) to
lrthe back (A), flush with rhe rop edge,
where shown on Drawings 1,3, and 4.

Finish up
I Ar needed, finish-sand any areas of
I the lid and case to 220 grit, and remove

the dust. Apply a stain and clear finish of
your choice, or try the Arts & Crafts repro-
duction finish that we used, as explained on
page 73, which gives the project a rich color
and makes the ray flecking pop.

Guffing Diagrarn

t)Rehinge the lid to the hinge support (F)
Erwith brass flathead wood screws.

21b install a rile in the lid, open rhe lid
tJand angle the box until the lid lies flat on
your worksurface. Place a 4"-square tile
(ours actually measured 3t3/ro" square) in
the rabbeted opening in the lid. Tio keep the
tile centered and snug (the tile thickness is
not uniform), cut a piece of paper towel
matching the tile size, and position it on the
tile, as shownin PhotoG. Putthetileretainer
(H) in place, and secure it with two steel
flathead wood screws. Check the tile for
looseness. Cut and add paper towels as
needed to secure the tile. Replace the steel
screws in the retainer with brass screws.
Now surprise a lucky recipient with your
masterpiece.l

Written by Owen Duvallwith Jeff Mertz
Project design: Schlabaugh & Sons
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

A frontand back

B sides w 3 u 6u QWO 2

C bottom 1/q" 51V1a" 51slro', QWO 1

D" legs {a" 11/s" 3u QWO 8

E* feet Va' 1V+' 1Vt' QWO 4

F hingesupportTs' V+' 5u QWO 1

G* lid sides /+' 21h' 8u owo 4

H tile retainer 1Au 5y4' S1h' OWO 1
-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instructions.
Material key: QWG{uartersawn white oak.
Supplies: Easy-release painte/s tape, double-faced tape,
#4x%" sleel flathead wood screws (6), #4x7e" brass flathead
wood screws (6), #3x%" steelflathead wood screws (4),
7ax2" brass stop hinges (1 pr.).
Blade and bits: Dado-blade set, 45" chamfer router bit,
self-centering drill bit.
Sources
Tile/hardware kit: Each kit contains %x2" brass stop
hinges (1 pr.) with brass screws, #4x7a" brass flathead wood
screws (6) for mounting the tile retainer (H), steelflathead
wood screws for prethreading the hinge and tile retainer
mounting holes, and a 4"-square decorative tile, Order kit no.
TB and specify the tile design of your choice: Dard Hunter
Rose or Pasadena, $31.95; Poppy, $36.9S; or pine
Landscape Mounlain, $41,95. Add $7.9S per order for ship-
ping. Schlabaugh & Sons Woodworking, 720 14th Street,
Kalona, 1A52247. Call or click 800/346-9669. schsons.com.
Utlood kit Each kit contains enough quartersawn white oak
to make one box. Order kit no. LP-16, $2g,g5. See abovetor
addresses and phone number,

Dard Hunter Rose - Green Pasadena - Dark Oak

Pine Landscape Mountain Poppy - Green Salmon
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riginal mission-style furniture fin-
ishers colored white oak's grain
and ray flecks by fuming the wood

with ammonia. That created a problem
though: Fuming turns different boards a
mixture of colors. So furnituremakers
evened out those color differences using a
blend of lacquer, shellac, and dye. Today,
the same type of finish works just as well on
unfumed white oak. Plus, today's version
benefits from newer, more consistent liquid
dyes and lacquer formulas. Here's how to
get that authentic and even mission-finish
look without the fumes.

Step I Begin by mixing one part of 1# cut
super-blonde shellac (1 ounce of shellac
flakes in 8 fluid ounc€s of denatured alco-
hol) to two parts (16 ounces) brushing lac-
quer. Then add three parts of TransTint dark
mission brown dye to each part of reddish
brown dye until you reach the desired tint.
For the finish shown here, we used 4 ounces
of shellac and 8 ounces of brushing lacquer
tinted with 45 drops of dark mission brown
and 15 drops of reddish brown.
Step 2 Brush a liberal coat of the mixture
over a small area. Immediately wipe away
the excess finish with a clean cloth until

you're left with an even color. Allow the fin-
ish to dry overnight. Don't attempt to spray
on this coat; that produces a muddy look.
Step 3 If you plan to spray on the clear
topcoats, mix an identical blend of shellac
and lacquer, butwithoutthe dye.If you don't
have spray equipment, substitute satin sheen
aerosol spray lacquer. Spray on two coats of
either finish, as shown, sanding with 320-
grit abrasive between coats. Allow the final
coat to dry overnight.
Step 4 Apply dark brown paste wax. Once
it dries to a haze, buff with burlap or a
medium-coarse cloth for an even sheen.l

Source
Dye: Dark mission brown (no. 128486) and
reddish brown (no. 128483), $17, Wood-
craft, 800/225-1 153 or woodcraft. com.
$hellae Woodcrafters' Shellac, Paxton
Woodcrafters' Store, 877/648 -3752 or
paxtonwood.com.
Lacquer: Clear Wood Finish (brushing
lacquer) and aerosol lacquer in satin finish.
Deft, 800/458-3338 or deftfinishes.com.
Tinted warc Briwax ebony (no, 144609), $14
for 16 ounces. Woodcraft.
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benchtop planers
Like a magic diet pill, these machines make thick boards thinner with

no sweat and little heavy lifting-unless you include hefting the planer itself.

Cl p.nO a little money on a planer today and you'll save money
,r*Sfor a lifetime: Instead of paying home-center prices for pre-

\Wvplaned boards, you can buy less-than-perfect lumber in a wide
F variety of species-including exotics-and thickness it yourself.

Planers come in two varieties. Large, stationary machines handle
stock up to 15" or 20" wide (depending on the model) and cost from
$800 on up. More common, though, are planers capable of machin-

ing stock up to 13" wide and selling for $200-$500. We put nine
such models through their paces to find out which one'is best for
you and your budget.

Before we dig into our test results, let's bury the old name for this
class of machines-portable planers-because each new model
seems to get less portable. The lightest planer in our test weighs in
at 53 lbs; the heaviest, nearly twice that.



Cut quality: It comes down to
scallops and snipe
To plane a board to thickness by hand, you'd literally shave it down
one stroke at a time, using a single blade in a jack plane' A planer
multiplies that action exponentially, with two or three knives
mounted around a rotating cutterhead, as shown below. This rotary
cutting action results in a series of shallow scallops that makes the
board essentially flat, and the closer those scallops are together, the
smoother the surface. That's why you'll often see "cuts per inch"
(cpi) listed in a planer's specs. Planer manufacturers increase cpi by
speeding the cutterhead (rpm), adding a knife, slowing the board
feed rate, or some combination of the three.

But is cpi a reliable gauge of cut quality? To find out, we planed
3O"-long oak boards of various widths (2",5t,/2.", and maximum) and
thicknesses (1" and t/+") with each planer. On machines with two
feed speeds (Delta 22-580, DeWalt DW735, and Jet JWPI3DX), we
ran tests at both fast (dimensioning) and slow (finishing) rates' Then
we rubbed blue chalk onto the planed surfaces to visualize imper-
fections. The DeWalt DW735 left the smoothest surface (shown at
right, rop), thanks to its three knives and l4-feet-per-minute feed
speed, which combine for a test-high 179 cpi. However, the Ryobi
APl3Ol, with only 58 cpi, cut as cleanly as the Delta 22-580 in fin-
ishing mode (90 cpi). Boards planed by these machines were nearly
as smooth as those planed with the DW735.

The second measure of cut quality is snipe: the annoying tend-
ency of planers to take a too-deep bite a few inches from each end
of a board. Snipe happens when only one drive roller engages the
workpiece, allowing it to rock the head or lift up slightly into the
cutterhead.

Snipe measuring less than .002" deep hand-sands away easily;
here, the Jet JWP13DX and Delta 22-580 made the grade. Between
.002" and .003" requires power sanding to smooth, and anything
deeper will need to be cut off. Just as you wouldn't expect a tablesaw
to cut perfectly out of the box, a planer usually needs some adjust-
ment (seep age 8l) to minimize snipe; so we tweaked each machine
to its peak performance before measuring the snipe shown in the
chart at right.

We reduced snipe on most of the planers by adjusting the heightr6
of their infeed and outfeed tables to limit the workpiece tilting thatp
contributes to snipe. (DeWalt's DW735 extension tables are optional; :

Ryobi doesn't offer extensions for its APl301.) The three biggest
snipers, however-the bargain-priced Delta TP305, Gtrzzly G0505,
and Ryobi-all lack a head lock that prevents the head from deflect-
ing at the beginning or end of a cut.

The consistent blue color on the DeWalt DW735-planed board (top)
proves its smooth cut. Grizzly's cutterhead dug deeper (light or no
chalk) and left high spots (dark blue lines) along the board (above).

PIA]IERS WITHOUT GUTTERHEAD TllGKS S]{IPE DEEPER
We decreased snipe in nearly all oithe planers by making adjustments to the infeed

and outfeed tables, if so equipped. However, the three models withouthead
locks sti l l  showed excesstve snioe.
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A pair of drive rol lers (one infeed and one outfeed) press the
workpiece f lat against the table while moving i t  under the
cutterhead, from right to left  as shown in this drawing.

Snipe measured after taking t/e"-deep cuts in S%"-wide red oak. Average of infeed and
outfeed snipe on three test cuts. *Tested with optional infeed and outfeed tables.

..No inleed or outfeed tables available for this model, TNo head lock on this planer.
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Each t/sz" of cutting depth on the Dewalt DW73s is shown by lines
spaced about la" aparl for easy reading. The gauge also shows
maximum depth of cut for various board widths.

Setting cutting depth: Let's get cranking
Two components make up the typical thickness-setting system;f
a benchtop planer: the crank that raises and lowers the head, and a
scale that shows cutterhead height (the thickness of the workpiece
as it exits the machine). In the chart on page 79, wedowngraded
some models' cutterhead-height scales slightly because of their
small markings, which we found difficult to read.

All but the low-dough Delta TP305, Grizzly,and Ryobi also have
some variety of material-removal gauge (showing how much wood
will be planed away) and a thickness stop for reliably and repeatably
returning to a specific thickness. we favor gauges with widely
spaced markings, such as those on the Dewalt Dvv735, shown
above, and the Ridgid rP1300LS. The Derta 22-590 and Makita
2012NB lack gauges, but still indicate cutting depth. Delta's "blade
zero" feature (shown above right) snaps out of the way to tell you
when the cutterhead height matches board thickness-you then use
the scale on the crank handle to determine cutting depth. Makita's
gauge pin rises when you lower the cutterhead to the board; the
amount the pin lifts shows the cutting depth. But with no scale, it's
only an indicator.

All of the thickness stops proved accurate out of the box, and easy
to adjust should they get knocked out of whack. The chart on page
79 lists the specific stops for each planer. Ridgid offers the most
stops, with eight at common thicknesses, but two tested models-the
Delta 22-580 and Makita-have single stops that can be set to virtu-
ally any thickness. Although we appreciate the versatility of these
systems, each has its drawbacks: we found Derta's stop clumsy to
engage; and Makita uses a quick-release stop rod (such as you might

'find on a drill press or plunge router) but there's no scale to tell the
thickness.

Two featur_es that separate
these machrnes..,
I Knife-changing ease, The days of fumbling with a blade-height
gauge while tightening gib screws on your benchtop planer ire
gone-almost. Except for the Grizzly, which still uses that system
and resharpenable knives, all of the tested planers employ self-
indexing, double- edge, di spo sable knives for fast, foolproof changes.
After a practice run to get familiar with each planer, it took us fiom
7 minutes (Delta 22-580) ro 16 minures (Grizzly) to change knives,
with the majority of the rest taking from 9 to l1 minutes.

Besides self-indexing knives, the two biggest factors that speed
knife changes are a self-locking cutterhead that prevents the head
from rotating while working with the gib screws (all bur the Delta
TP305 and Grizzly have one), and wide-open access to the cutter-
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Press down Delta's "blade zero" indicator, slide a workpiece under
it, and then lower the cutterhead until it pops up. The cutterhead
height now matches the board thickness.

head, such as on the DeWalt DW735 (below) and Ridgid.
r Dusl collection The Dewalr DV/735 boosts dust cbllection with
an internal blower that actively sucks chips away from the cutter-
head. By connecting the narrow end of an optional half-bag filter to
its 4" dust port and the wide end over a trash can, this machine col-
lects its own waste, eliminating the need for a dust collector.

Most of the dust hoods, whether standard or optional accessories,
connect easily to a4" dust hose. Ridgid will accept both 4" and.2vz"
hoses (for shop-vacuum connection), and Ryobi,s port (show n oppo-
site, bottom) fits 2vz" hoses. The outlet on Makita's optional hood
measures 3" and requires adapting for either common hose size.

...And two that dontt
I Power. we measured the power of each planer with an in-line
ammeter while making a vti'-deep cut in 1l"-wide red oak. To our
surprise, all of the machines, regardless of price, demonstrated
about equal power during this hefty cut.
I Jlloise, All of the planers exceeded the 85-decibel (dB) limit that
can cause hearing damage. In fact, noise levels of these machines
range from 98dB (about the same as a diesel truck from 30'away) to
103dB (a power mower at 3' distance). Bottom line: some are louder
than others, but all require hearing protection.

The entire top of the Dewalt DW7g5 comes off to provide plenty of
working room when changing knives. The same T-wrench drive-s the
gib screws and removes the cover.
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Two to come from Craftsman
Within the next few months, you'll see a couple of new benchtop planers on the
shelf at Sears. We couldn't get either of the units in time to test for this article,
but we'll tell you how they perform after our tests are completed. George Gibson
from Craftsman (8001377-7414, craftsman.com) told us the 21759 13" planer

(shown below) will sport dualfeed speeds
and a three-knife cutterhead, like the DeWalt
DW735. lt also provides the effective blower-
assisted dust collection we've enjoyed on
recent Craftsman planers. But the really hot
feature-especially for those of us who don't
see as well as we used to-is an easy-to-
read digital display that shows cutterhead
height and material removal, as shown at left.
The 21759 will sell for $500 when it debuts
early next year.

At the other end of the price scale,
Craftsman's new 12t/2" planer (21758) offers
fewer features but includes extension tables
and a 2t/2" dusl port that ejects chips to either
the left or the right. lt costs $250, and should
be available by the time you read this.

Turn Ryobi's convertible dust hood counterclockwise, and the chips will shoot straight out
the back of the machine. When you rotate the port clockwise, the hood directs debris out
through lhe 2Vz" vacuum port.

woodrnagazine.corn

DeltaTP305, $200
8OO I 223-7278, deltamachinery.com

High points
i Leaves a surface as smooth as some planers

that costtwice as much.
Low points
? Deep snipe will have to be cut off.
? mas bare-bones unit lacks thickness stops and

a material-removal gauge, and the cutterhead
doesn't lock automatically when changing
knives.

Morc points

) 0ptional dust hood costs $25.

Delta 22-580, $420
800 | 223-7278, deltamachinery.com

High points
i mis planer scored well in most of our

performance categories, including cut quality
and lack of snipe.

I Thickness stop can be set at any heightfrom
Ve" to61/2'.

Low points
? me 22-580's "blade zero" indicator, which

is supposed to tell when the cutterhead height
matches stockthickness, varied by as much as
Vat" inourtests.

? The full-range thickness stop lacks the reliable
repeatability of dedicated thickness stops. lt's
also clumsy to engage.

More points
) 0ptional dust hood ($25) can direct debris to

either the left or right of the machine.
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DeWalt DWZ34, $380
800/433-9258, dewalt.com

High points
I The three-knife cutterhead produces very good

cut quality.
I A dust-collection hood comes with this planer,

and it proved effective.
I WiOely spaced markings on the material-removal

gauge make it easy to eyeball small adjustments.
Low points
I We found the thickness scale somewhat difficult

to read: lts markings are close together, and the
cursor stands away from the scale.

DeWalt DWZ35, $500
800/433-9258, dewalt.com

High points
I Three-knife cutterhead and two feed speeds

combine for the best cut quality in the test.
I Large, side-mounted crank makes changing the

cutterhead height comfoftable and smooth.
+ All markings, from thickness scale to material-

removal gauge to thickness stops, are large and
easy to read.

i Top comes off to provide wide-open access
when changing knives.

i Blower-assisted dust collection works witn
optional half-bag filter and improves efficiency
of whatever dust collector it's connected to.

Low points
? Extension tables cost g45, and are necessary to

minimize snipe.
More points

) ff you want a planer to deliver a smooth surface
at all costs, the DW735 is your tool.
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|et [WPI3DX, $420
8OO | 274-6848, wm htoolgrou p.com

High points
i A37t/2" table length contributes to the above-

average cut quality and lowest snipe in the test.
i The cutterhead height-adjustment crank can be

switched to either the left or right side of the
planer to suit your preference.

Low points
? Cutterhead locking lever is short and hard to get

hold of.
More points
I The JWP13DX is a good, solid planer, butthere

are others in the test that provide more bang for
the buck.

Gtizzly G0505, $225
8OO | 523 - 4777, grizzly.com

High points
i ft ranks second lowest in cost.
Low points
? Deep snipe will have to be cut off.
? The only planer in the test group without

self-indexing disposable knives. lt took longer
to change these two knives than even the three-
knife machine.

More points

I Dust hood is a $16 option.

Makita 20l2NB, $460
800 | 462- 5482, makitatools.com

High points
I Good cut quality includes about average snipe,
Low points
? Crude material-removal "gauge" lacks a scale to

show cutting depth.
I 0dd-size port (3") on optional dust hood (g30)

requires adaptation to fit either a21,/2" vacuum
hose or 4" dust-collection hose.

Morc points
) Thickness stop can be set at any height, but

it lacks the reliable repeatability of dedicated
thickness stops.

) Like the Jet JWp13DX, the 2012NB proved to
have middle-of-the-pack performance for a
premium price.

Ridgid TPl300tS, $380
8OO | 474 -3443, rid gid.com

High points
t Very good cut quality includes average snipe.
I All of the controls are easily accessible and

readable from the right side of the machine.
I The top of the planer pops off easily for wide-

open access when changing knives.
I lts eightthickness stops-from r/e" t0

1e/q"-tdnkthe most in the test.
I The middling price tag includes many extras,

including the dual-port (2t/2" and4")dust hood,
a sturdy steel leg stand, and an extra set of
knives, making the TP1300LS a Top Value.

t1
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Ryobi APl3Ot, $200
800 | 525 -2579, ryobitools.com

High points
i Cut quality from this bare-bones machine is on

par with planers costing $150-$180 more.
i Dust hood can spew chips out the back of the

planer or route them toils2t/2" port with a
flick of the wrist.

Low points
? With the deepest snipe in the test (you'll need

to cut it off), there's no way to improve it
because Ryobi doesn't offer extension tables.

More points

) ff you don't mind cutting off the sniped ends, this
$200 tool delivers very good cut quali$ at a
rock-bottom price, making it a Top Value.

Wetd want these planers with us through thin and thinner

Both the DeV/alt D\M735 and Delta 22-580
performed well in our tests, and we'd be
pleased to have either one in our shop. Both
have their Achilles' heels, though: On Delta,
it's the clumsy thickness stop and hit-or-
miss depth-of-cut gauge. With the DIV735,
you have to buy accessory extension tables
($+S;, or it snipes like a $200 planer. But
we'll give the DW735 the Top Tool nod-by
a nose-based on its superior cut quality.

Our Top Value choices were a bit easier.
The Ridgid TP1300LS and Ryobi AP130l
left surfaces as smooth as the Delta 22-580.
Ridgid does it for $40less than the 22-580,

and the TP1300LS also comes with extra
knives, a leg stand, and dust hood. The
bottom-dollar Ryobi planer costs $150 less
than either of those models, but plan to cut
off the sniped ends or build your own infeed
and outfeed tables. al

Written by Dave Gampbell with Pat Lowry

See morc
tool reviews at

woodma gazi ne.com/reviews
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DELTA
22-580 20/30.90/60. 13 YB ot/2 t/a f16 351/e D continuous Y B 102 6 T D,K $251 2 T o7 $420

TP3(l5 26.2 51 121/zTta o v32 3/et 26 D N/A N e+l  a- B+ N/A\l/f 99 6 T D,K,Szs lz n 62 200

DEWALT
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0W735 14126.1 79/96. 13 t/s b ,/8 t/'ra 7V+' D t/a,14,1/2,Ve,1,11/t Y I B B+ 10271/z D H,K,T- 1 1 i
I 92 500

GRIZZTY G0505 32 52 121/z13/u
h r/32 1Aa 27Vg R N/A N

B

B N/t N# 101 T D,K 16 l1 C 71 225

JET JWPl3DX18126.74151. I J '/e o va t/16 371/z D 1/B,YB,1/2,3/4'1 ,11h B B B- B t v t 81/z T D,K 3 7  l 1 T I I 420
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RIDGID TP1300LSzo 61 13 -/u 1/s Vsz 33/t n
U Ve,Va,l2,a/r,1,1 1 /n,1 lz,1Vt v I s B+ 98 10 D,K,S,T - 1 3 I 85 380

RYOBI 4P1301 26 58 l e '/a o 1/a l/ta 1 4 D N/A N B- B- N/AN/A101 o D - 1 2 53 200

ilolEsl
1. (,) Flnlshlng modo/dimomior ng mod6 6. I Excellent 10. (D) DlBt-colieclion hmd

lBl Good (H) Haf-bag tash can collector
2. spo.ftom manufacluFr. I Fai (() ExtE knives

I Poor (S) Stal|d
3. (.) Wfir odionalextensbn tabieoi (T) Infsed/outfood labl6.

19y1' wltrolrt optilxlal sld8nsions. z Multi-speed unitstested in llnlshlm ri0d0.
11. {-) Dust hood included wih planer

4. (D) Sell-lndexhg dispGable 8. Afloradjustm6nts.
{R) Non-indo€d noharDsnaile (') Wlth optlonal oxtlnsion ta e6. 12. {C) Chlna

Withodtablss, gado lsc. (r) Taiwan
5. "Cortinuous' means stop c6n be set at my hoight

(/A) Planerlacksthisleature. L lusasulod 12" alov6talleand 24" infrontol planer 13. Pdce6 cun6[t atlina of adicle's pmductiofl and do not
tunning undar no load. include shipping, whals appllcable.
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he planer has no equal when it these tips to not only get better performance
comes to dimensioning lumber to from the machine, but also save yourself
thickness. However, many people work later by heading off pesky problems

fail to reahze this machine's full potential before they happen.
beyond mere thicknessing. Planers also I Perform routine maintenance (see Tool
safely machine small or warped pieces with Shop, page 37) on your planer to keep it in
the use of helpful jigs, mill boards to final top operating condition.
width, and create smooth tapers.

Set up your planer
for optimum results

^l Always use a dust-collection system to
ffclear chips and dust. Without one, debris can
e dimple your workpieces, as shown at right.

When using a central system, close the blast
Regardless of what type or size of lumber gates on all other tools for maximum suc-
you're running through your planer, apply tion. If you use a shop vacuum, check the

80

Feed roller pressure creates "dimples"
(shown here as light spots on walnut) by
pressing stray chips into the surface.
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t

filter frequently because dust quickly plugs Sanding or hand-scraping proves the best
it, reduces suction, and stresses the motor. way to remove shallow snipe. Or, cut work-

@f Use compressed air to blow out leftover pieces 3-4" longer than needed to allow for

H chips and debris that cling to the feed roll- it, and then cut off the sniped ends.
ers. This, too, reduces dimples. Also, rubber But, you can prevent or reduce snipe with

feed rollers don't grip workpieces as well6;afewsimplesteps.First,settheendsofyour
when they're covered in dust, oftentimesSplaner'sinfeedandoutfeedtables%e"(about
causing boards to stall inside the planer. = the thickness of a penny) higher than the

@f Once you determine the best feed direc- planer table. If your planer is not equipped

H tion for a board-the one that leaves the with infeed and outfeed tables, make your

smoothest surface-mark it so you don't own supports from melamine, MDF, or
have to check the grain each time. Use an plywood with the ends set a little higher. Or,
arrow on the edge, or mark the end grain. lift slightly (about Vs-W') on the outfeed
I Always flatten one face of a board on the end of a board just as the infeed roller
jointer before thickness-pldning the oppos- releases it.
ing face. Remember, a planer will not flatten Feed a board at a sharp angle; then
a board, only make the faces parallel. straighten it somewhat after a couple

@f Alternately machine each face of aboard, of seconds. This only works, however,

H tuking shallow cuts (%2" or less). Removing on benchtop planers with rubber feed
more material from one face than the other rollers. Stationary models with steel

. .could lead to warping. rollers will not allow you to straighten

Wf Run boards through the planer slightly a board once it starts feeding.

H askew toreducechip-out, as shown above. -@ finally, feed boards butted end to

@f Get maximum life from planer knives by Hend like a train, as shown above, to

H spreading your work across the entire width maintain feed roller down pressure.
of the machine. Running most of your Use scrap pieces to lead the first
boards in the middle results in greater knife board and follow the last.

Use carriers for thin,
short, or warped stock
If you want to plane a workpiece to a
thickness less than W', you'll get the
best results by using an auxiliary bed.
Although most planers indicate they
will cut to Vs" thick, don't try it: You
risk deep snipe and chatter marks.
Instead, place a 3'-long piece of
melamine through the planer, and

Feeding boards at a slight angle not only
reduces surface chip-out, but also helps
limit any snipe to one corner.

Planing boards end to end keeps the feed
rollers at a consistent height, taking away
the chance for snipe.

Take shallow cuts (7e+") when planing thin
stock, so you don't accidentally shatter the
workpiece.

clamp it to the infeed and outfeed tables.
Then plane your stock to thickness as usual,
as shown above. To plane a short board thin,
double-face tape it to a l5"-long piece of 3/q"

plywood, MDF, or particleboard. This
allows the workpiece to ride piggyback
through the planer.

Because most planers won't safely and
accurately machine single workpieces
shorter than 12", use special runners when766
you need to plane a board that short, as$
shown below. To do this, glue sacrificial =

runners-at least L2" long and slightly

Scrapwood runners help you get use from cutoffs,
like this 8" piece of leopardwood.

wear there than on the ends.

Beat snipe by taking
away its root causes
Snipe is the sunburn of woodworking: YoUXA(
can take steps to prevent it, but once it ttup-V
pens you're forced to deal with it. Snipe:
(scooplike depressions on the first and last
couple of inches of a board) might even seem
undetectable. but it will reveal itself when
you apply stain or a light-reflecting finish.
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We cut this 10"-wide, bowed birch board to rough length, and then glued i t  to sacri f icial Squeeze boards together on the infeed and

outfeed sides when edge-planing.runners to carry it through the planer. Chalk marks vanish when the face is flat.

thicker than the workpiece-to your stock's yourbar, pipe, orparallel-jaw clamps, which out from that before planing it yourself. If
edges. Be certain to glue the carriers paral- must be sitting on a flat worksurface. After you guessed wrong, turn the boird around
lel to each other so they will maintain equal the glue dries, plane one face flat, as shown.-_and try agai \- (Se; photos below W.)
contact with the feed rollers. Wipe away above. Then dp away the runners at ttre@f Chingi or sharpen your knivei. Fresh,
glue squeeze-out that will nick the knives. tablesaw, and plane the opposing face to the H sharp knives slice wood rather than the
Once you've milled your board to the desired thickness. tearing action of dull knives, as shown on

ffi1"*01"*tTi*"' 
rip awav the runners on 

T3ke. it e3sy wh.en @3"r:of," "{{:u:#:r:"(%+,) to avoid tearing
61 You can use this same technique ro ptanfng tiglUled WOOd ft our deep chips.
C{ remove a bow' cup. or.twist liom stock.too To successfully plane highly figured or tear{P)l Use the slower feed rate if you're using a

wde tor yourjointer. First, machine straighr out-prone woods, such as curly or bird's-eye H two-speed planer.
edges on the warped board at yourjointer or maple or quilted mahogany, try the fol low.@)l Do;\ boiher to mist figured wood with
tablesaw. Next. glue runners to the work-^ ing rips: H water before planing: in our tests it didn.t
piece edges. when assembled, these runners(S)r Don\ let grain orientadon deceive you. If reduce chip-out.
must be laller than the board's warp andHyou can't determine the direction, make
parallel with each other. To ensure rirey're your best guess. Figured wood rypicalty hur Ggt pe$eCl Wi-dthS !y
parallel, make cenain the runners rest on been planed by the dealer. so look for chip- eCge-pfanmg DOatdS

Yes, a planer will machine workpieces nar-
rower than 6" set on their edges. The planer
also machines to aconsistent width through-,\
out the cut with steady roller pressJre,ffi
whereas hand pressure can allow a board to E

raise up slightly on a jointer-and you
might not know it.

To plane the edge, a board must be square
and true on all four sides, but slightly wider
than finished width. If the workpieces are
not exactly the same width, narrower boards
(especially in the middle of three or more
boards) can be kicked out by the planer.
You can plane single boards or multiple
boards at the same time, which helps them
maintain a 90o angle, as shown above.

Although you can plane a3/q"-thick board
on edge by itself, we don't recommend it-
especially with boards 4-6" wide-because
they can tilt a little, resulting in unsquare
edges. Instead, run single boards througha6_
the planer with the help of a jig that holdsff
them at 90o. You can use a jig with supports €

This curly maple suffered substantial chip-out (left)when it was planed at the dealer. By
using sharp planer knives, a slower feed rate, afid lal' cuts we produced a smooth surface
with str iking f igure (r ight).
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Proud spots from
knives

Worn and nicked planer knives couldn't  do just ice to this mahogany,
which had mult idirect ional grain at opposing ends that was dif f icult

clamped only to the infeed side, as shown on
page 80, or you can use one with continuous
supports that reach through the planer and
clamp to both extension tables, as shown at
right. The latter offers your boards support
throughout the cut, but also loses cutting
height equal to the thickness of your jig base
(3/q" wrth our jig). To build these jigs see

Greate smooth tapers
with a planer jig

6You can cut tapers (on table legs, for exam-

Vplel on a tablesaw with a jig or freehand on
: 

a bandsaw, but neither will give you the
smooth finish that a planer will. Build the
jig to match the exact taper you want. Lay
out the taper on one leg face. With the top of
the leg resting on the jig's base and against
the stopblock, raise the bottom of the leg
until the taper line parallels the jig base. It
will be parallel when the distance from the
base to the line is equal at both ends. Make
the bottom spacer the exact height that holds
the taper line parallel. Add spacers-one
per foot of length will suffice-below the
workpiece to keep it from bowing under the
down pressure of the feed rollers.

Cut away most of the waste from the leg
at the bandsaw, and then position it between
the stopblocks on the sled with the tapered
face up. Feed the top of the leg into the
planer first, as shown at right, to avoid
tear-out at the exit point. You can taper two
faces of a leg in this manner, as long as
they're perpendicular to each other,
because you need an untapered face rest-
ing on the spacers. To taper the remaining
faces, make and install a second set of
taller spacer blocks that make the remain-
ing layout lines parallel to the base. Then
repeat the machining steps. ?
Written by Bob Hunter with Ghuck Hedlund

woodrnagazine.com

to read. After changing knives and making several passes with
light cuts, we revealed a board with beautiful cathedral grain.

This shop-made j ig holds stock at a r ight angle as i t  feeds through the planer. However,
maximum cutt ing height wi l l  be reduced by the thickness of the j ig's base.

This tapering j ig feeds through the planer while holding the workpiece's tapered face
parallel to the feed rollers and cutterhead.
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Dear Reader: As a service to you, we've included full-size
patterns on this insert for irregular shaped and intricate
project parts. You can machine all other proiect parts using
the Materials List and the drawings accompanying the
project you're building.
oCopyright Meredith Corporation, 2006. All rights reserved. Printed in the
U.S.A. Meredith Corp., the publisher of WOOD Patterngo allows the purchaser
of this pattern insert to photocopy these patterns solely for his/her own per-
sonal use. Any other reproduction of these patterns is strictly prohibited.
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maqic wand

kddidosqope
Three multiply a

tart by gathering a few scraps of con-
trasting figured woods. Follow with
simple construction, and you'll have

an heirloom toy for kids of all ages.

Build the tube
. I For the body (A), plane stock to s/s" thick

I and cut two ls/sx9" pieces. Then form
U-shaped channels from these pieces
fDrawing 1, Steps 1 and 2]. Now glue and
clamp the channels togetherto form a square
tube. Keep the ends and edges flush and
remove excess glue from the inside and
outside. Trimming both ends, cut the body
to 8%" long.

t)Photocopy the Body End Pattern on the
UWOOD Patternso insert. Cut out the
pattern and adhere it with spray adhesive to

stream of stars, moons,
and planets into an ever-
changing visual delight.

one end of the body (A), flush at the end and
edges. Then bandsaw and sand the body to
the pattern line.

Q Plane stock to 3/s" thick, and cut a lVqxl2"
tJblank for the eyepiece (B). Then cut the
eyepiece to length. Pirotocopy the Eyepiece
Pattern on the insert, and adhere it to the
eyepiece. Using a Vq" brad-point bit, drill a
hole where indicated on the pattern, and
scrollsaw the opening to shape lPhoto A].
Glue and clamp the eyepiece to the body
[Drawing 2], keeping the edges flush.

/ Resaw and plane stock to Vq" thick for
''ilthe wand brackets (C), and cut them to
size. Adhere the brackets face-to-face with
double-faced tape, keeping the ends and
edges flush. Then photocopy the Wand
Bracket Pattern on the insert. and adhere it

Included are plans for an
optional display stand.

lq" blade start hole drilled in the
cut the teardrop opening with a
and a no. 2 reverse-tooth blade.

d)
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With the wand brackets (G) adhered face-
to-face with double-faced tape, disc-sand
the parts to the pattern line.

to the top bracket, flush with one end. Chuck
a 7e" Forstner bit into your drill press, and
drill a hole through both brackets, where
indicated on the pattern. Now disc-sand the
end radius [Photo B]. Separate the parts.

fGlue and clamp the wand brackets (C)
rJto the body/eyepiece assembly (A/B),
keeping the bracket ends flush with the
eyepiece (B) and edges flush with the body
(A) [Photo G]. Photocopy the Eyepiece Side
Profile on the insert, and adhere it to the
tube assembly (A/B/C), flush with the eye-
piece outer face and wand bracket edges.
Disc-sand the eyepiece and the wand bracket
ends to shape. Finish-sand the tube.

Bandsaw the two straight cuts, and then cut
the curves. Stay slightly to the waste side of
the pattern lines.

To keep the wand brackets (G) flush with the
body (A), apply light clamp pressure to the
cauls. Then clamp the brackets.

Make the optional stand
I For the core (D), cut a3/qx6x8" piece of
I stock diagonally and laminate the two

pieces of stock, keeping the end and edges
flush. With the glue dry, joint the edge and
crosscut the end of the laminated blank.
Then lay out the triangle shape [Drawing 3].
Bandsaw to the layout line and sand the
edge smooth.

!)Resaw and plane stock to W'thick, and
hcut two 5Vzx8/l' blanks for the sides
(E). Adhere the blanks face-to-face with
double-faced tape. Then joint one edge and
and crosscut one end of the joined blanks,
lay out the triangle shape [Drawing 3], and
bandsaw and sand them, as you did for the
core (D). Now separate the blanks, and glue
and clamp them to the core, keeping the
jointed and crosscut edges flush.

QFrom a planed piece of la"-thick stock,
tfcut a piece to It/2" wide x IW' long for
the cleat (F). Glue and clamp it to the core
(D), flush at the "toe" end [Drawing 3].

/ Photocopy the Stand Pattern on the
'finsert. and adhere it to the laminated
stand blank (D/E/F). Then cut it to shape
[Photo D]. Disc-sand the straight cuts, and
drum-sand the curves to the pattern line.
Finish-sand the stand.

finish and assemble
I Examine the kaleidoscope tube and
I stand and finish-sand where needed.

Then apply a clear finish. (We applied two
coats of satin polyurethane, sanding with
220 -grit sandpaper between coats.)
jlBefore assembling the triangular mirror,
Amake sure vour work surface is clean.
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Place 4" pieces of masking tape, adhesive
up, on the workbench. Center the narrow
mirror and remove the protective film.

Then assemble the three mirror strips, and
insert them into the kaleidoscope tube
[Photos E, F, G, H]. Make sure the mirror
surface initially covered with protective
plastic film faces the inside of the triangle.
Note: Forthe best optics, kaleidoscopes use
front- surfac e mirrors. (The refle ctive s urfac e
is on the front surface of the gl.ass rather
than the back, as with regular mirror.) To
avoid leaving fingerprints when handling
the minon wea.r cotton gloves.

Flank the narrow mirror with the wide ones,
leaving t/a" gaps. Remove the film, and fold
the mirrors into a triangle.

Cut three 4" pieces of foam tape from the
kaleidoscope kit, and wrap them around the
assembled mirrors. Trim the excess.

Slide the mirror assembly into the tube.
Align the point of the mirror assembly with
the point of the eyepiece hole.

11/+', 15/a" 81/au LBM

B* eyepiece 3/au 11/+u 1/a'

wand brackets

core blank

E* side blanks Y4" 53/ta" 85Aa" W

F" cleat 3/e" 11/zu eAa"

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instruclions.
Materials key: LBM-laminated bird's-eye maple,
W-walnut, LM-laminated maple.
Supplies: Spray adhesive, double-faced tape, masking
tape, cotton gloves.
Blade and bits: Stack dado set, s/e" Forstner bit,
t/+" brad-ooint bit.

Sources
Kaleidoscope kit, Oil-filled wand, frontsurface minor
(3),O-rings (2), foam tape, kit n0.9192, $15.95 plus S&H.
Wand only, red shown on page 94 blue, purple, and green
also available, no. 9185, $5,95 ea. plus S&H, specify color.
Glass Crafters,8001422-4552, or go to glasscrafters.com.
Wood kit, Bird's-eye maple, maple, and walnut planed to
thickness for the parts listed aboye, Kit no, W-173K, $25.95
ppd. for one kit, $105.95 ppd. for five kits. Heritage Building
Specialties. Call 800/524-4184, or go to heritagewood.com.

eart@lushvith
end of Q)

bodyA-

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

QSlide the oil-filled wand into the wand
tJbracket (C) holes. Then roll the O-rings
onto the wand from the ends, centering the
wand in the brackets. Place the kaleidoscope
on the stand. Let the reflective shapes and
colored glitter settle into the bottom end of
the wand. Now pick up the kaleidoscope,
rotate it 180o, peek through the eyepiece,
and enjoy the free-falling light show. rl

Sand slight round-overs.



safety: real-life lessons

howto
pTeven! a$p
wnenrlppmg
The incident

bout a month after reading the
Editor's Angle article "Shop safety:
never take itfor granted" in issue

162 (April/May 2005), I, unfortunately, did.
While making a topfor a chickenfeeder,
I ripped a l3k"-wide piece from a Ix4 and
shut offthe saw. Before the blade had
stopped, I reachedfor the cutoffwith my
left hand, and my thumb struck the blade,
cutting two-thirds of the way through.
Following 14 stitches to close the wound,

surgery 12 days later to insert pins, and
fourweeks of therapy, thankfully my thumb
healed. Now I take my time and always
wait for the blade to stop before reaching
for anything.

Andy Haystead, Brooklyn, Ml

The woodworker
Andy farms, raising soybeans,
corn, hay, produce, and
animals. He began wood-
working about 10 years ago,
primarily making items for the farm.

The warning signs,
Although aware of-th" riik of
injury when removing cutoffs
with the blade spinning, Andy
formed a bad habit by doing
this many times without incident. The

Pushboard

446*i ::liffil|rffi :':!.tffi : :. :: l: ; J: : ;7. i1r.4:ffi m

RIP WIDTH LESS THAN 2": When the rip
width is too narrow for the pushstick to clear
the blade guard, use a shop-made pushboard
to feed the workpiece.

action had become automatic and seemingly
safe. Other factors: He did not have a blade
guard in place, which could have prevented
the injury;plus he was not using a push-
board, leaving his right hand dangerously
close to the blade.

The lessons
What does Andy's accident tell us? Never get
too comfortable with your tablesaw or other
power tools. When you hear that inner voice
urging caution, pay attention. Don't take a
chance that you can get away with a dangerous
procedure. To keep hands.safely away from
the saw blade, follow.these.pointers:. 

@I Use a blade guard. Make sure it's p!
securely in place and working properly. k*,
I After completing a cut, shut off the saw.\ff1
Let the blade stop. Then remove the cutoff,€
I Avoid awkward operations and body -@-

positions where a slip could direct a hand H
into the blade.

I f Neyer l:u.h around or over thdg
i spinning blade. 

ct

i I When ripping boards longer than 3', uSe 4-,.
i support stand at the rear of the saw for safe-(S/-
: control of the offcuts. im H
i I Depending on the rip width, use the$
i appropriate method to safely hold and guide
; the workpiece, as shown below. Q
: Note: In the photos, the blade guard is
, removedfor clarity only.
:

i Earn $100 for your story
i Help other readers work safely by
: sharing a personalshop-related mishap
, or near miss. Send a detailed description

I of the incident (about 150 words) along
: with photos or illustrations and a daytime
i phone number, to Safety: Real-Life Les-
: sons, WOOD Magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
, tS-ZZt, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023. Or
i e-mail us at safety@woodmagazine.com.

: Opening il lustration: Melanie Powell

Pushstick

Release left hand
when completing cut
to prevent pinching
between blade and
cutoff.

RIP WIDTH BETWEEN 2" AND 6": Feed
the workpiece through the blade using a
pushstick in your right hand. Again, use your
left hand as a guide.

RIP WIDTH GREATER THAN 6": Hold the
workpiece tight against the fence, and feed it
through the blade with your right hand. Use
your left hand to guide the piece.

WOOD magazine November 2006



make acustom
sanding block
Speed up finishing work on complicated

moldings with an easy-to-make sander

that's tailored to the job.

anding complex molding profiles
holds the threat of becoming an
endless chore when those curves and

angles stymie your favorite power sanders.
Smoothing each curved and flat portion of
a profile separately with contoured
sanding pads may do the job eventually;
but there's a quicker alternative: custom-
formed sanding blocks you make yourself.

We created this block using common
automotive body filler. (Bondo is one well-
known brand.) Fast-setting and less than $15
a gallon, body filler follows complicated
shapes and cures to a hard surface. You'll
also need these items:

HOUITO CAST A PROFILED SANDING BTOCK

a 3/i' scrapwood about Vq" wider than the
thickest portion of your molding.
I Two pieces ofhardboard about I'square.
I Spray-on cooking oil to keep the filler
from sticking to the mold.
I Disposable gloves and a putty knife for
mixing and applying the filler.
I Adhesive-backed sandpaper. Begin with
120 grit for stock molding and 80 grit for
shop-made molding. Sand through at least
180 grit for most types of wood.

Safety note: Filler produces heat as it
hardens. Allow it to cure and cool before
dis c arding unus ed portions. tl

Filler begins to harden immediately, so work
quickly. Press it firmly into the mold to fill
crevices and corners.

Cut a molding scrap as long as the width of
your sandpaper. Then cut pieces of scrap-
wood to form the sides of a mold box.

Remove the block within an hour. Gut or sand
away excess or irregularities. Smallvoids will
not affect sanding quality.

Nail or screw the four mold sides to a piece
of hardboard. Test-fit the molding sample in
the box. lt should be snug.

Following the manufacturer's directions, mix
enough filler for the mold. Hardboard makes
a solid but disposable mixing surface.

Wash off cooking oil and attach abrasives.
Avoid folds that round off molding profiles.
Now sand your molding, as shown at top.

Spray a light coat of nonstick cooking oil on
the sample and inside of the mold. Don't let it
collect in the grooves of the molding.
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rrvise buys

our editors test

palrn
crtrvets

Why buy?
Sometimes a high-voltage cordless drill is just plain overkill for a small
job-driving screws to install cabinet hardware, for example. That's when
you'll find a palm-size driver mighty handy. lt fits comfortably in a shop
apron or tool belt, and gets into tight places no fulr-size drill can. In our
tests, each of the three drivers shown here displayed surprising power.
we drove 2" drywall screws into a pine 2x4 without pilot holes, and each
driver exceeded our expectations. All three feature lithium-ion batteries
that manufacturers say won't lose a charge even when stored unused for
more than a year.

Editor test-drive:
At half the length and one-sixth the
weight of my 14.4-volt drill/driver, Black &
Decker's 3.6-volt Li3000 feels more like a
hand tool than a power tool. On a full
charge, the Li3000 drove 41 2'screws
into unpiloted stock in about 10 minutes,
although it did not fully seat most of them.
After recharging the battery (a six-hour
wait), I used the Li3000 for other shop
tasks, I was able to drill s/sz" pilot holes
into pine, but discovered the l/+" hex
chuck-which has a spring clip that
presses against the bit's base-would
not hold the bit to back it out, so I had to

pull it out by hand. To my surprise, the
Li3000 drove 62 #8x1" screws into pilot
holes in pine before the battery gave out.

The single-speed, 180-rpm driver has
a large handle trigger that I could grip
comfortably with three or four fingers. But
the three-position drive-direction switch
atop the driver felt awkward to operate
while gripping the tool. (The middle
position locks the driver so you can use it
as a screwdriver.) The tool includes a set
of 40 hex drive bits.

-Tested by Owen Duval[ Projects Editor
To learn more:
800 / 544-6986 ; blackanddecker.com

Editor test-drive:
Skil's 3.6-volt iXO has enough oomph to
drive just about any-size screw into a
predrilled pilot hole in hardwoods. That
said, it won't replace my l2-volt drill/
driver for jobs that call for more torque or
speed. The iXO drove 41 screws in the
2x4 test-although it could not fully seat
them-taking about 11 minutes to drain
the battery and three hours to recharge
it. Even after this tough, continuous-duty
test, the tool and its built-in battery felt
only warm. I drilled aVa" hole into red
oak, but the magnelic 1/+" hex chuck
wasn't strong enough to back the bit out

of the wood without slipping out of the
tool. But its 20O-fixed-rpm motor isn't
meant for drilling; it's too slow.

The th ree-position drive-di rection
switch is located just above the trigger, as
in larger drivers, and I like the LED arrows
on top of the toolthat show drive
direction. The iXO comes with 32 driver
bits, a t/ro" drill bit, and 1t/z" exlension. ln
sum, it's a handy small-task toolthat's
always at the ready.

-Tested by Dave Campbel[ Editorial Manager
To learn more:
877 /7 54-5999 ; skil.com

Editor test-drive:
Comparing the Bosch PS-20 to the other
compact drivers is like pitting a Porsche
against a Yugo: Both perform the same
functions, but on completely different
levels. The PS-20 differs from the other
two drivers because it has two removable
1O.8-volt battery packs (so you always
have a spare), double the torque, an 11-
setting clutch, a quick-connect hex
chuck, and a trigger-activated light. lt is
really just a baby cordless drill/driver. lt
comes with two hex drive bits (Phillips

I tested the tool by drilling with t/e" and
t/+" twist bits into pine and ash and had
notrouble. Next, Iused lzu,37o",and 1"
spade bits to drill into hard maple.
Although the variable-speed 400-rpm
motor was slower than my 14.4.-volt drill/
driver, it managed nicely. After
recharging the battery, I drove 138
2" screws into a 2x4. Next, I used the
PS-20 to drive 1123" screws on a full
charge. Very impressive for its size. I

-Tested by Bob Hunter, Techniques Editor
To learn more:
877 / 267 -2499 ; boschtools.comand flat) and a 3O-minute charger.
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fixing worKshop goofs

rebuild miscut
mofiise & tenon
joints in a snap
Don't throw that workpiece into the scrap

mortise or tenon. Instead, fix the problem.
Here's how.

istakes will happen in the
workshop, but that doesn't
mean you have to start over.

bin just because you errantly cut the

Because most mortise-and-tenon joints are
invisible, you can bury your mistake-and
its cure-without sacrificing appearance.
Most errors in cutting mortises and tenons
happen when a tenon is machined too
small for its mortise, resulting in a loose fit.
Cutting test pieces will, in most cases, head
off these mistakes.

Your first and best choice:
Repair the tenon
In a mortise-and-tenon joint thg tenon
should fit snugly into the mortise. We

recommend cutting mortises first, and then
making the tenon to fit. It's easier to add a
patch to the cheeks of a tenon than to the
walls of a mortise.

Now let's say that despite your best
intentions you've cut your tenon too thin by
Vst' or t/d'. You'll get the best repair by first
rebuilding the tenon's cheeks and then
remachining them. To do this, flrst smooth
the cheeks with a square-qdged sanding
block to prepare the tenon for gluing. Next,
using a scrap of the same wood as your
tenon, cut two "patches" at least W' thick
and slightly wider than the dimensions of
the tenon but not wider than the rail. Glue

and clamp the patches to the tenon, as
shown below /e/. Noq afterthe glue dries,
recut the tenon to fit the mortise, as shown
below center.

Although some woodworkers thicken
tenons by gluing on veneer, we prefer solid
wood patches because they're easier to
clamp and machine, and they eliminate the
guesswork of how much thickness to apply.

One word of caution though: If your
mistake has reduced the thickness of the
tenon by more than one-quarter, start over
with a new workpiece. The tenon will have
lost too much of its core strength for you to
simply patch it.

l
I

I
t
I

1 l

Sand one side of each patch, and then glue
and clamp it to the tenon. Make sure the
patch's grain orientation matches the tenon's.

Recut the tenon by "sneaking up" on the
finalthickness, testing its fit in the mortise
after each adjustment.

This tenon will now fit more snugly in its
mortise because the cheeks have been built
up with matching stock and remachined.
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Your less-desirable choice: Repair the mortise
It won't happen often, but you might cut a
mortise too long and expose some of it,
especially with unshouldered tenons, as
shown, at right.If the mistake will be
visible on your project, you have three
options: Enlarge the tenoned workpiece to
cover the mortise, create a new mortised
workpiece, or plug the mortise and recut it.
The following are circumstances where
you might prefer to plug the mortise:
I When you've taken great care to grain-
match boards;

I When you're using expensive or exotic i
wood, and starting over would prove costly: .
I When creating a replacement workpiece i
would be difficult or time-consuming (a i
bed post or turned table leg, for example). i

To repair a mortise, start by cleaning the .
mortise walls with a sharp chisel to create a ,
flat bonding surface. Next, cut a plug from a :
matching board, as shown below, left. Sand i
until it fits snugly, but don't push it all the :
way into the mortise until you're ready for ,
glue. After plugging, recut the mortise. cP I

The mortise in this stile was cut too long for
the railto cover it. You can fill this mistake if
it will be hidden on your project.

Cut a plug from a test piece or scrap,
orienting the grain to match the mortised
workpiece; then sand it smooth.

woodrnagazine.com

'_ -:.

Apply glue to the mort ise walls with a glue
brush, and then put a thin coat on the plug.
Tap it into place with a mallet.

workpiece; then sand it smooth once the
glue has dried.



sho roven
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials.

Ridgid router kit: a mixed bag
One of my first routers was a Black &
Decker with a built-in work light that
illuminated the bit area. I loved that light,
but when it burned out, I never replaced it.
Later, as I stepped up to bigger and better
routers, I forgot about the little light until I
tried out Ridgid's R2930 fixed- and
plunge-base router kit It has a light.
Actually, it has two bright white LEDs that
won't burn out even after thousands of
hours of use. The R2930's clear subbase
further maximizes the view of the work
area, which my 54-year-old eyes truly
appreciate.

But you don't buy a router for a light-
you buy it to machine wood, and the R2930
kit performs as well as any midsize router
I've used, with ample power. One big plus:
The variable-speed control shows the bit
speed in rpms instead of the unintuitive
1-5 or A-F scales found on most variable-
speed routers.

And like the latest generation of multi
base kits, the R2930's fixed base has
through-the-base bit-height adjustments.
That means vou won't have to buv a router

lift to adjust bit
height from
above your
router tabletop.
(Good thing, too,
because its
3t9/zz" motor
diameter is
larger than the
3/2" motors
commonlv
accommodated by lifts.) Unfortunately,
I couldn't raise the router high enough to
change bits from above the table unless
I reached underneath to push the collet-
locking button.

The action on the plunge base felt stiffer
than I like, and you have to manually lock
the cutting depth. (I prefer a springJoaded
plunge lock that locks on release). I also
found switching bases a little awkward
because the spring-loaded collet lock must
be depressed before the base will come off
or go on the motor.

Each base comes with its own dust-
collection hood. (Although, oddly, the ports

simply secured the slide in place with
screws, and then repeated the process for
the other side.

Now, for the drawer. I clamped one
Drawer Mounting Bracket under each slide,
as shown above, right, and set the drawer
box onto the brackets. After extending the
slide to touch the back of the drawer front,
I screwed the slide to the drawer box. The
whole process took me about half the time
normally required, and with a whole lot
less frustration.

roducts

are different sizes: IVz" OD on the plunge
base and l7/te" onthe fixed base.) When
connected to my vac (I wrapped tape to fit
the odd-size port), both hoods proved 100
percent effective on captured cuts, such as
flutes and dadoes, and about 80 percent
effective when routing edges.

-Tested by Pat Lowry

Ridgid R2930 router kit
Performance * * * * *
Price

Ridgid
800 / 47 4-3443 ; ridg id.com

You can use one accessory without the
other. But the cost for both is reasonable,
even if you only do a few drawers ayear.

-Tested by Pat Lowry

Universal Drawer Slide Mountino Tool and
Drawer Mounting Brackets 

-

Performance * * * * *
Price $30, slide mounting tool;

$10, drawer mounting brackets

Kreg Tool Company
8001 447 -8638 ; kregtool. com

i continued on page 108

Install ball-bearing drawer slides quick and square
If you've ever mounted ball-bearing
drawer slides in a cabinet, you know how
they make drawers glide like grease on
glass. You also know how cumbersome
they can be to align and install. Kreg's
Universal Drawer Slide Mounting Tool
makes mounting the cabinet side of the
glide easy; the complementary Drawer
Mounting Brackets do the same for the
drawer side.

I used both accessories to install drawers
in some built-in face-frame cabinets on
each side of a fireplace, but they also work
well with frameless cabinets. First, I stuck
the drawer slide to the Drawer Slide
Mounting Tool. An integral magnet holds
the slide firmly; a flange on the bottom
edge of the tool keeps it properly aligned
on either the left or right side. Then, I
simply clamped the tool to my face frame,
resting it as shown above, near right, and
ensured the glide was perpendicular to the
face frame. To complete the installation, I

1 0 6 ll/OOD magazine November 2006
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Made for the woodworker concerned about
height limitations who wants fhe besf
possible dust collection in a portable
package.

> US Made 2.5hp Baldor Motor
) 1000+ cfm
) Quiet - 76 dBA @ 10'
) No Ductwork -

Flexhose Gonnection
) Easy Assembly (1 hD
) Pre-Wired Magnetic Starter
) Reducer I 15'Flexhose

Actual collector may vary
slightly in appearance.

5 ' Iol l  x4'Widex2'Deeo
Made in USA

gF
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"Very simply, they are fabulous
machines at excellent prices."

WDBFG
Turns youl shop vacuum into a cyclonic
vacuum. Sand for hours without having to
clean yourfilter! Captures 99% of waste before
it reaches your shop vacuum!

I

I
Shown with Optio
Angle lron Stand.

t Optional
Stand.

^it'

o "q#r
,r, ,1. .r'

"Oneida's Dusf Deputy fs
desiqned to capture euei the
ftltest dust in ri simple bucket
- before it gets to thefiIter. And
thrit is ex"actly uhitt it does,
remarkably weII."

- Fine Woodworking / Oct. 06

Order On-Line!
trywl|T.0neidu-uit.c0ln

CallToday for FREE Brochure!

1.900.132.4065

American Woodworker - Jan. 2006

Circ le  No.2039
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shop-proven
products

Lightweight
clamps hold fast
I've used a lot of Jorgensen clamps in my
shop, so I was glad to see the company
introduce a new line of one-handed clamps,
called ISD Bar Clamps. The soft, molded
surfaces on the pistol-grip handle and
trigger feel more comfortable in my hand
than the hard plastic surfaces of my other
one-handed bar clamps.

I'm all for comfort, but how well do they
do their job? To find out, I sandwiched my
bathroom scale between two pieces of oak
and squeezed it as hard as I could, first
with a competitor's clamp and then with
the ISD Bar Clamp. The ISD hit the 200-lb
mark; the competitor did 140 lbs. I did find
the 3/rr," of travel per squeeze of the trigger
to be a bit slower than typical, though.

Equally impressive are the ISD hand
clamps, sold under the "Pony" brand name.
Like other clamps of this style, you can
control the amount of clamping pressure
you apply. But, instead of the click-click-
click steps of most such clamps, the ISD
Hand Clamp uses a clutch that lets you stop
anywhere fbr complete control over
clamping pressure. I also like the Pony's
pressure release lever, which doesn't lurch
when triggered.

-Tested by Charlie Barllett

ISD GlamBs
Performance * * * * *
Price $13-$30, Jorgensen Bar Clamp, 6"-36";

$2-$7, Pony Hand Clamp, 11/z-4'

Adjustable Clamp Company
31 2/666-0640; adjustableclamp.com

continuecl on page I l0
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EZ-Mount hinge-plate jig helps
install Euro hinges with little effort
I've always liked European-style cabinet
hinges because they're adjustable, so I can
fine-tune the door alignment after instal-
lation. Plus, it's easy and accurate to drill
the 35mm pockets into the doors using a
drill press. But mounting the hinge plates
precisely on the cabinet has always been
the real trick to using these hinges. That's
where EZ-Mount comes to the rescue.

To use EZ-Mount, simply snap a hinge
plate into the appro-priate jig (there's one
for inset doors and another for overlay
doors). Hold the jig with its fence against
the front cabinet edge, as shown at right,
and its top edge against the cabinet top.
That positions the plate exactly 37mm from
the edge and 3" from the top. Now, using a
self-centering drill bit in the hinge-plate
holes, drill pilot holes, drive the mounting
screws, and pop off the jig. Repeat the
process at the bottom of the cabinet, and
you're done. It literally takes seconds to
mount both hinge plates.

1 1 0

shop-proven products

For locating a hinge
anywhere other than 3"
from the top or bottom,
EZ-Mount's molded
centerline ensures
precise positioning. On
melamine-coated
particleboard, though, I
found that the jig
tended to slip and slide
because of the plastic-
on-plastic contact. But I
remedied that concern
by applying four self-
adhesive bumpers to
one face.

EZ-Mount works
only with Euro-style
hinges made by Blum and Salice. Check
the manufacturer's Web site for the specific
hinges it fits, and the EZ-Mount model
number for your hinge. |l

-Tested by Jan Svec

EZ-Mount
Performance * * * * *
Price $20

EZ-Mount Hardware Mounting Systems
480/829-1 21 4; ez-mount.com
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Youtn tlnonenry Jusr As Anrnrrrous.
Whether you dre a do-it-
yourselfer, a professional
woodworker or somewhere
in between, you have a world
full of projects in the home
or in the shop that wil l be
easier and more enjoyable to
complete when you use qual-
ity clamps, bench vises and
miter boxes/saws from the
Adjustable Clamp Company.
Look for them under the
Jorgensen, Adjustable and
Pony brand names wherever
fine tools are sold.

lgliustable - "Jerliu*S"' h4g';
Made in the USA by the Adjustable Clamp Co.,

433 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, lL 60622,

Circle No.733

IRII lor
tne asfting!
d Monthly ploiect plans
d Feature articles
d Monthly bol $ireepstakes
d Breaking woodwo*ing neuus
d Sfnf nuiHing aduice
d ttot forum bpics
d Snop tips

Register now for
W00ll t'tagazine's

FREE online newsletter at
www.woodmagazine.com /

newslettcr



lrvhatts ahead
A sneak peek inside the December/January issue (on sale November 21)

Horne enhancers
and holiday gifts

Bracket clock
Straightfonruard rabbet joinery and full-size
patterns make this time-honored project a
snap to make.
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Classic corner cabinet
Show off your collectibles in this beautiful heirloom.
Easy-to-install, low-temperature xenon lights cast a
glow on treasured objects.

TooI ne'ws yorr can use

Hot new tools tor 2007
Our intrepid tool editors have done it again:
they've uncovered the coming year's most
innovative and handy tools.

How to install crown molding
Follow these simple tricks to cut and install
gap-free, perfectly aligned crown molding atop
p@ects like the corner cabinet.

Wine gitt box
Show your holiday spirit in this quick-to-make,
presentation-quality container. lt'll be appreci-
ated long after the wine disappears.

Child's dresser/
changing table
Like the 3-in-1 transition bed
on page 44,this project stays
with a child from infancy
through the teen years.

Eking precision from portable power tools
ls it possible to get dead-on, super-clean cuts using your
portable circular saw, jigsaw, and handheld drill? We say
"yes," and we'll show you how.
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W00lI'Mas azine's

ne of the keys to successful woodworking is smart gluing
and assembly of materials. Of course, you have to have
clamps in your shop to assemble parts correctly. And you

must understand how to use the clamps you own. Here are our
best tips for successful gluing.
I First, dry-assemble. Before applying a drop of glue to any
surface, dry-asssemble and clamp your workpieces. This way,
you'll know whether the pieces fit and whether you have enough
clamps to get the job done properly. For edge-to-edge glue-ups,
figure about 10" spacing between clamps. For larger projects,
break down the gluing process into smaller subassemblies for
working ease.
I Do not overclamp. No amount of clamping pressure has
ever turned a bad joint into a good joint. Re-machine ill-fitting
parts rather than force them into alignment with clamps.
I Spread out clamp pressure. Some clamp styles exert pres-
sure in a small area. Place auxiliary blocks of wood between
the clamps and workpiece to spread out the pressure evenly.

I Spread glue evenly. You'll get great results by spreading glue
on just one of the mating surfaces; covering both pieces doubles
the risk of excessive squeeze-out. When possible, wiggle or twist
one part to ensure a reliable transfer of glue to both pieces.
I Protect the workpiece. If you're not careful, clamps will
dent or stain your project's surface. Make sure the jaws of your
clamps are free of grease, dirt, clumps of dried glue, and other
debris. To be on the safe side, place wooden pads over the jaws

of the clamp. To prevent glue from reacting with a metal clamp
surface and staining the wood,lay a protective sheet of waxed
paper between the clamp and the workpiece.
I Properly position clamps in the line of pull. Whenever you
clamp edge-joined boards, make sure the clamp screw and
opposing jaw line up with the center of the joined boards. If you
position the clamp a little high or low, bowing likely will result.

ALIGN CLAMP JAWS PROPERLY

Too high
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GLAMP
r Self-supporting on benchtop
r Parallel jaws prevent bowing during glue-up
r Oversized jaws distribute clamping pressure
r Glue-resistant resin jaw faces
r Reversible for spreading capability

BarAluminum
Glamp /

r About 50o/o lighter than pipe clamps
(comparing 48" models)

r Easy to maneuver
r Reversible for spreading capability

Pipe
Glamp

r Reversible for spreading capability
r Inexpensive to lengthen
r Works with stock of any length
r Ample clamping pressure

r Quick-release lever allows fast two-handed
adjustments at any point along the bar

r Protective caps reduce marring
r Ample clamping pressure

0ne-Hand
Glamp

r Hold workpiece with one hand while
tightening clamp with the other

r Movable jaw closes quickly
r Jaw release trigger relaxes pressure
r Lightweight

Handsqeul
Glamp

r Wide, independent jaws with deep reach
r Ability to clamp nonparallel surfaces
r Gan spread pressure over entire surface
r During machining, wood jaws ideal for

holding parts (no damage to blades or bits)

Web Band
Glamp

r Provides even wraparound pressure
r ldeal for projects with multiple sides

Spring
Glamp

r Inexpensive
r Instant positioning to prepare for other

clamps or fasteners
r ldeal for small assemblies
r Lightweight



lamp Io tne laslr
coNs BEST USE
r Investment required for a complete set
r Heavy
r Not designed for small projects

) l

!

Far left: Square
assembly requir ing
clamping pressure in
four directions.
Left: Side of head
clamps narrow
stock.

r Under heavy clamping pressure, bars flex
r More expensive than pipe clamps
r Not designed for small projects

Far left: Assembly
of rails and stiles.
Left: Large carcase
requiring multiple
clamps.

r Heavier than aluminum clamps
r Glue moisture contacting steel pipe may

stain project. To prevent, lay a protective
sheet of waxed paper between the metal
bars and the workpiece.

Far lef t :  Clamping
long assembl ies.
Lef t :  Apply ing ample
pressure across
wide expanses.

r Small pressure point can mar wood
r Ghallenging to work one-handed

Far left: Clamping
face frame to
carcase.
Left: Applying ample
pressure to narrow
assemblies.

r Under pressure, bar can flex
r Expensive
r Difficult to apply beyond about 150 lbs

of clamping pressure

Far  le f t :  One hand is
free to hold assembly
while other hand
operates clamp. Left:
Having one hand free
eases assembly of
large projects using
these l igh t  c lamps.

r Requires adjusting two handles to reach
the proper width

"r Expensive

Far left: Keeping
hands away from
routerbit. Middle:
Clamping and
machining small
pieces. Left: Clamp-
ing stopblock at
tablesaw.

I

Effort required to tighten. Newer ratcheting
models require no tools for t ightening.

shapes.  Lef t  and above:  Clamping
mitered assemblies.

Far lef t :  Clamping i r regular

r Requires strong grip to open
r Glued surfaces may slip
r All the clamping pressure confined to a

small area

Far left: Temporary
positioning of
glued stock before
screwing together
assembly.
Left: Glamping small
pieces.



leason$ panllel clamp$
elong ln eueru shop

3
b
f REASO]| l: ltllide pw faces algn at 90", paraltel
clamps feature wide, non-marring faces that remain parallel,
virtually eliminating bowing or "lifting" during glue-ups.
The beefy I3Aax4Ve" jaws on the Jet clamps, shown below, dis-
tribute clamping pressure over a wider area than any bar or pipe
clamps. Here's one more feature you won't want to overlook: On
your workbench, the clamp rests on the fixed jaw and movable
rail stand, allowing Vs" of clearance for the sliding jaw.

f REASltll 2: Easy assembly, when coupled with the
accessories shown above, this system really shines. The framing
blocks allow woodworkers to clamp up an assembly from four
dirertions. Accessory 2" bench dogs (see photo at lef) keep the
clamp in place while you focus your attention on the assembly
task. Need a lot of clamp pressure? Jet rates the capability for its
parallel clamps at 1,000 pounds per square inch.

I REAS0ll 3l Precisirn adirsilnents. rhe inch marks
stamped on the bar allow you to quickly preset your clamps. The
patented quick-release trigger means you'll spend less time
adjusting the clamps. And as you tighten the assembly, the ergo-
nomic handle is kind to vour hands.
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